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Chalmers
official beginnin
beginning
rs Center marks olr.Cial
Chalme
Students able to learn microenterpris
microeuterpri.see
Heather Honaker
Staff writer
EcoThe Chalmers Center for Eco
nomic Development is up and runrun
ning, offering students a
tremendous and very tangible
opportunity to use economics as
a tool to minister to the poor. Since
its opening January 1, 1999, the
leadChalmers Center, under the lead

ership of Dr. Brian Fikkert, has
been operating here on campus
with its own full-time staff.
staff.
Fikkert had received a $1.2
million grant in September of 1998
Center. The
to begin the Chalmers Center.
purpose of the Center as stated in
his Executive Summary is to, "as“as
sist the Church of Jesus Christ
worldwide in declaring the KingKing
dom of God in word and in deed

World Relief chief keynotes
dedication ceremony
the work that they are inin
volved in now.
In
addition
to
now.
the
for
his work with Food
Hungry, Hoag is also very ac
acchurch.
tive in ministries in his church.
PresiCharles Dokmo, the Presi
Of~
dent and Chief Executive Of
ficer
of
O
pportunity
Opportunity
Intemational-US, also spoke,
International-US,
explaining the work of his or
organization. Dokmo had also
worked in many overseas pro
programs as well as the Navigators.
Navigators.
Dr. Clive Calver, President
of World Relief, was the key
keynote speaker at the dedication
ceremony. Calver explained
Dr.
keynote address
the work of his organization
address
the keynote
gave the
Calver gave
Dr. Calver
ent for the
Heather Honaker
excitement
and his excitem
HeatherHonaker
Chalmers Center.
Staff writer
The dedication was attended
On Wednesday, March 24, not only by students, faculty and
the Chalmers Center for Economic staff from Covenant, but also
com
Development received its official members of the Chattanooga community. Some of the organizations
dedication in Chapel.
The ceremony began with a that were invited were social agen
agenwelcome and opening remarks cies such as United Way, Wycliffe
from President Brock. Dr. Fikkert in Atlanta, HOPE for Chattanooga,
Foun
then briefly described his vision the Chattanooga Resource Founfor the Chalmers Center and then dation, as well as local pastors and
a prayer was given by Dr. Dan others involved in economic turn
turnMacDougall for the beginning of around in Chattanooga.
The reason for the involve
this new ministry opportunity now
involvement of these groups, according
located at Covenant.
Adminis
Three speakers were featured to the Chalmers Center Adminisat the dedication, the first of whom trative Assistant Cathy Dreger,
develop
was Randall Hoag. Hoag is the was to make economic developExecutive Vice President for Food ment officers aware of the work
for the Hungry International.
International. He the Chalmers Center wants to be
described the vision of Food for
see Dedication, page 3
the Hungry and briefly described

by training
stu
college students, past oo r r s s , ,
missionaries,
cchurches
h u r c h e s ,,
and Christian
ministries in
the imple
implementation of
h o l1ii ss tt iicc,,
church-based
programs to
bring spiritual
transform
a
transformation and ecoDrs.
Ors. Hoover, Fikkert, and Mask hard at work in the Dominican Republic
n o m i c
con- church based, and through the
the organization. They will con
development to the P90r."
poor.”
The economic system being tinue to loan money to members church to meet the needs of the
community," said Cathy Dreger,
used is called microenterprise. of the group unless one member community,”
Microenterprise works in such a of the group does not pay their Administrative Assistant of the
Center.
re- loan, resulting in everyone losing Chalmers Center.
way that low-income people re
account
loans. This forces accountMany of the people the CenCen
ceive loans at lower interest rates their loans.
than they could have before, while ability amongst the group, while ter hopes to educate in
Colare Covenant Col
microenterpriseare
the organizations loaning benefit ensuring the financial benefit of microenterprise
"Dr. Fikkert hopes
financially, permitting them to the company so that they may lege students. “Dr.
continue the loaning process. For continue to loan funds to others that students will be able to do 3need.
6 month internships after taking
instance, an organization will de
de- in need.
“It
"It is the desire of the Center classes to learn basic strategies
cide to loan money to a group of
people all in the same community to educate people on how to run
see Chalmers, page 6
at an interest rate that will benefit microenterprise projects that are

Acclaimed journalist Aikman on
campus for lectures
Leah
Heisig
LeahHeisig
Staff writer
Covenant stustu
dents were able to
see a living example
of a Christian who is
transforming the cul
culinternature as the interna
tionally acclaimed
journalist, David Aikman, came to address the CovCov
enant community early this week for two days of
lectures concerning the importance of the Christian’s
Christian's
interaction with the media.
Aikman’s
sec
Aikman's lectures at Covenant were the second of the three-part Fieldstead Journalism Lectures.
The lectures were engineered by Milligan College
Professor of Communications Terry Mattingly, with
the intent of encouraging students to become more
aware of the media's
media’s work and to encourage Chris
Chris-

tian colleges to incorporate “a
"a systematic approach
of how to work in the news industry,”
industry," Mattingly said.
Aikman, a native Englishman, is a former Se
Seand currently
nior Correspondent of Time Magazine and
includ
contributes to a number of other publications including the Weekly Standard and the Readers
Reader’s Digest.
Since his somewhat abrupt start in journalism
in 1971, Aikman has had the opportunity to be a part
of history in the making as an eyewitness historical
landmark events like the 1989 Tiananmen Square
massacre in China and the "Velvet
“Velvet Revolution”
Revolution" in
Czechoslovakia. He has also had the opportunity to
interview Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Mother Teresa
and many other figures of world renown.
Yet, with all these potentially intimidating interinter
views
yiews and even life threatening situations, Aikman
said that the toughest part of
being a journalist was
ofbeing
oftentimes the “abrasiveness”
"abrasiveness" of his colleagues.

see Aikman, page 16
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fina/Jy completing our job, we
.the
the
Guess what I did for Spring Break we were finally
for
1999? I flushed all of the toilets in Carter! realized the error of our ways. We forcollective
Uagplp&c ollective
No, but really, Monday, March 8, to got to account for almost two days of
1 1
^ , 1
*
J i V
editor-in..chief
Friday, March 12, 1!1-Y
my cohorts (Jason fixing leaks. The same thing occurs in editor-in-chief
M arty Marquis
Marty
Trimiew, Romeo Yleah, and Ian Work) the institution of any kind of change.
and I labored in the basement of Carter At the initial institution of any plan, faculty advisor
Praying furiously.
Dr. Clifford Foreman
to replace the corroded water pipes unforeseen problems always arise and
That was the arresting phrase David Aikman chose
addresson
implementation
requires
address
implementati
full
anwith new pipe that might last for an
activnonchalantly to describe his usual mode of mental activ
news
other 40 years. My grandchildren might ing those problems. Nothing is as easy
other40
Kim Elliott
conhe'd
interviews
he’d con
ity during some of the more difficult
Kim Collins ·.
looks.
it
as
handiwork!
my
admire
day
one
ducted. It was in the midst of some brisk post-meal
Communication
Communication is key. One thing
Anyway, as we removed the old
Brock’s office after dinner last
philosophy&religion
&religion
philosophy
conversation in President Brock's
I
learned
very early on in the week was
repipe, disposed/rec
disposed/recycled
ycled it, and re
John Adam Perkins
JohnAdam
respondMonday night. I forget the exact question he was respond
piping I spent the importance of informing others of
ing to; at that moment I was absorbed in the abstracted . placed it with new copper
politics&opinion
inion
a lot of time thinking about what I have your activities. For example, if you politics&op
manner in which he was handling his glittering dinner knife.
Paige Nelson
lada
of
lad
sen leave a big wrench on the top
learned this year from working with senwall
lI was sitting directly across from him, a huge wallbeder
you
might
to
inform
them
be features
one
that
process
I
realized
that
the
In
ate.
sized map of the world sprawling behind me. No doubt it
Kara Griffith
lose
We
ladder.
fore
they
the
more
move
and
presidency
plumbing
of
analogy
reminded Ailanan
Aikman of my own stunning insignificanc
insignificancee in
way .... So too with aits&enterta
good plumbers that way....
lessons.
arts&entertainment
inment
provides many helpful lessons.
far-flung, cosmopolitan existence to which
relation to the far.,.flung,
Eric Towers
importance
I
have
learned
the
senate
diavisibility
dia
vs.
accessibility
The
circumstance,, I
he had been accustomed. In light of the circumstance
Sarah Sligh
,.Sarah
of communicommuni
Jalectic. As Ja
imagining
a
couldn’t
indulge
in
little
reverie,
to
but
help
couldn't
cation, espeespe sports
son Trimiew
him as a sort of Christian journalist 007, careening about
John Sweet
John.Sweet
with
cially
out
pointed
the globe with British accent and urbane manner, charmcharm
those
who
fr
o
m
yo
u
r
early on,
ing diplomats and despots with his disarming smile. Later
copy editing
have gone
Sarah Fluegge
plumbers alal
Sarah.Fluegge
student senate
on that night, though, I was reminded of his words, and
Sarah Barker
before us.
battle
ways
well.
as
us
for
furiously
he’d been praying
wondered if he'd
Frances James
es
lraiJCesJ3.i1
Com piling
Compiling
the accessiaccessi
Of course, in this instance he was the one being interinter
adfirst
is
very
step
of
ad
the
information
bility vs. visibility dialectic. They want
layout
viewed. But if there was nothing else I learned about
M
arty Marquis
out of igMarty
Acting
ig
information.
dressing
far
as
and
to
place
new
valves
pipes
an
to
Aikman while he was here, it was that he appreciated
failure,
to
plan
norance
any
and
dooms
out of the way as possible so as not to
v
unusual degree what the Holy Spirit might accomplish in
photography
photograPh
Cherith Johnson
create an eyesore, but they also want the planners to lumps on their heads.
•
any given situation.
One of my
offpatience. Oneofmy
. The power o
to allow for access to those valves and
also appreciated uncannily the reality of Truth.
He also·
out illustration
cutting
is
plumbing
tasks
favorite
pipes for manipulation and cleaning. So
Eric Towers
When Aikman used that word—and
word-and to my ears, he did so
cast iron pipe with the
4-inch
old,
the
accessibility
vs.
battled
I
have
too
that
s-you might almost hear
with particular relentlessnes
relentlessness—you
business operations
visibility dialectic this year. Naturally, I Sawzall. As the name indicates, the
the initial phoneme should be capitalized. A skeptic could
Jenny LoPiccolo
catool,
power
Sawzall
an
ca
amazing
is
enjoy working "behind
“behind the scenes,"
scenes,” but
have nearly supposed that he were an ignorant, arrogant
any staff writers
I also want to be available to anyone . pable of cutting through almost anythrowback to an earlier, peachier time, when Truth might
Jerah Kirby
patient
thing,
given
the
presence
a
of
with concerns. For example, though
still be found out and held aloft, and brandished as though
Mike Vendsel
at
operator.
The
Sawzall
slowly,
cuts
getting up in front of chapel never came
Jeanne Faucheux
ieanne
it were a weapon of the righteous.
times, and if you try to "force
“force it"
it” the
Jedidiah Royal
I did it anyway.
easily,
Aikman, however, is about as far from ignorant as a
Aikman.
Leah
Heisig
LeahHeisig
The frustration
o f the certainty of
o f blade will break. I-know
I know from experiexperi
frustration of
The
he's enjoyed
person could probably get. The experiences he’s
Heather Honaker
ence.
As
a
senator
I
experienced
the
leakiness. On Wednesday afternoon
Sarah Hopson
stand starkly in contrast to the pitifully homogenous life
phenomenon. No problem worth
we thought the job was almost comcom same phenomenon.
Matthias Shapiro
that most of us are blessed with here. And yet to him, more
Bob Wiegers
BobWiegers
yields to simple and immediate
solving
a
few
connections
only
With
pleted.
I’ve spoken with in a long while, the Truth
than anyone I've
Christina Jones
left, I looked forward to having some solutions. Solving real world problems
Branson
Lisa Branson
was obviously concrete, and alive.
Thursday.
time to work on my SIP on Thursday.
In the course of our meal that night, he'd
he’d spoken of
guest writers
Plumbing,, next page
see Plumbing
being able to recognize the believers he’d
he'd encountered · By Friday night at about 10:30 p.m., as
lack
Black
Tim B
K risty Farr
Kristy
around the world regardless of their particular cultural
N
athan Brauer
Brauef
Nathan
trappings. He'd
He’d said that it was a certain light in their
Tom O
kie
Okie
eyes, an inevitable side effect of their relationship with God
L ang Martin
M artin
Lang
Court
Brian Court
through Jesus Christ. To this I was dumbfounde
dumbfoundedd and
Chris Ammons
A m m ons
myself.
well
should’ve known
ashamed; it was something I should've
All the same, it touched me deeply to hear from him
bagpipe is a student-funded and
mul
operated print analog to the multhat no matter where you go on this earth, there are folks
sign
“No Girls Allowed"
Allowed”
The "No
tifarious experience of what is
with whom you share a common friend, and that this friendfriend
commonly referred to as "the
“the
on the door to the Board of
my
community.” as such,
covenant community."
ship bears tangible fruit. It reminded me that though iny
Trustees clubhous
clubhouse
e
reflec
bagpipe reflects and is a reflec.
ic, the Spirit of
claustrophobic,
own existence be puny and claustrophob
tion of the kaleidoscope that haphap
God is a globe-trotter. We might hear of the persecuted
pens when people come together
church, and we might stick pictures of our missionary
to glorify'
glorify God in a college envienvi
ronment, learning to think and feel
it’s easy
friends up on our refrigerators with magnets, but it's
under the general rubric of serser
He's out
to forget that the Paraclete knows no bounds.
boun~. He’s
paradoxically, none
Christ f:iilradoldcally,
vice to Christ,
of the opinions expressed herein
there, though, dwelling in hearts, biding his time, bearing
are necessarily representative of
his fruit.
the college or its studeot
student body.
body,
·ously.
prayingJjyiously.
Hoping that his people are prayin
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discourse
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news
new

imperfectly
ege imperfectly
Admissions
department
letterr por
portrays
college
trays coll
artment lette
issio ns dep
Adm
questioned on this matter, he said ·that
that a
certain "Dr.
“Dr. Baxter was the only one with a
degree from Wharton, anM.B.A."
an M.B. A.” and that
Baxter
left
his
position at CovCov
teaching
Admissionss
In November of 1998, the Admission
ago."
years
enant
“about
two-and-a-half
ago.”
half
"about two-and-adepartmentt at Covenant College sent a letlet
_departmen
The letter also claims that there are stustu
ter to prospective high school seniors in
Covat
PCA churches. This letter outlined the most dents from 21 different countries Cov
aca enant. While this in itself is almost true
attractive aspects of Covenant as an academic institution, as well as pointing out (the official number of foreign countries
represented
d at Covenant is 21, but the
the high quality of Christian fellowship to represente
be found here. A few details of this letter, United States was, ironically, left out of the
), it is
represented),
however, were suspect, and a group ofjourjour final count of countries represented
misleading.. Quest students are included in
nalism students undertook an investigainvestiga misleading
this count, which in itself does not give a
tion. Here is what they found.
representation
enter
ion of the college to enterThe letter made a series of claims, one fair representat
ing freshmen. Furthermor
Furthermore,
cul
e, if all the culof which concerned the faculty's
faculty’s teaching .ing
they
together,
lumped
are
minorities
tural
the
letter,
qualifications.
According
to
the
qualifications.
Cov
“traditionall teaching faculty"
faculty” have "re“re still only make up 10 percent of the Cov"traditiona
college
the
that
fact
The
population.
enant
institu
ceived degrees from prestigious instituEuropean-American
merican did
tions including Harvard, Yale, Notre Dame, is still 90 percent European-A
letter.
not
the
in
appear
Uni
University of Chicago, M.I.T., and the UniThe student-tostudent-to-faculty
faculty ratio is listed
versity of Pennsylva
Pennsylvania’s
nia's Wharton School
edition of U.S. News
as
14:1,
but
the
1998
Business.” While most of these claims
of Business."
and
World
Report
guide
to colleges lists it
are true, it remains that the only person at
Covenant with a degree from Harvard is Dr. as 15:1, as does the Covenant 1998-1999
“tradi Fact Sheet. Stephens dismisses this as an
Brock, and he is not considered a "tradiprob“honest mistake,"
mistake,” saying that he was prob
faculty” member. FurtherFurther "honest
tional teaching faculty"
more, according to Covenant'
Covenant’ss faculty ably looking at numbers from last year,
pro when there were fewer students.
listings in its website, two chemistry proof
The Fact Sheet also lists 17 majors offessors have degrees from the University
Pennsylvania,
ia, but not from the Wharton fered at Covenant, while this letter claimed
of Pennsylvan
of Business.. When Joe Stephens, there were 20. Stephens says he does not
School or'Business
who wrote the actual letter, was asked recall how the majors were counted, or
about this detail, he said that Dr. Hoover · whether programs like pre-med or pre-enfrom the business departmen
departmentt got a degree gineering were included, but that this may
from Wharton. However, when Hoover was be the reason for the conflicting figures.

y
Jerah Kirby
JerahKirb
Staff writer

Plumbing,
ng, from previous page
Plumbi
requires time and the willingness to concon
sider all of the options.
The larger implication
implicationss of
o fsmall tasks.
Early on in the week I cut a piece of pipe
too short. Figuring that one little mistake
could not hurt too much and not wanting
to go through all of the work of cutting a
“good enough".
enough”. Big
new piece I called it "good
mistake. That pipe is one of the reasons
Friday night.
that we ended up working until Fnday
With senate, the same reality applies. For
te effectively
communicate
example, failure to communica
with clubs can lead to much larger budget
stewardshipp of
problems and an unwise stewardshi
students’ SACC fees. In my opinion, the
students'
small tasks of senate make all the difference.
Strength in numbers. On Tuesday or
Wednesday,, we erecting a 350-pound monumonu
Wednesday
labor—the blue and
ment to our collective labor-the
dis
maroon main shut-off valve now on display in the laundry room. As Jason strained
to keep the top of the valve from swinging
so as to crush Ian and Romeo who held the
bottom, I, observing from a safe distance,
realized the centrality of teamwork in any
successful labor. As president, I can dream

solu
big dreams and compose fantastic solutions to all of the ills of Covenant College,
but unless the rest of the senate acts to
solu
fulfill those dreams and enact those solutions, I might as well have spent the time
working on my SIP.
solvo f basic problem solv
The centrality of
skills.
certification
n as a master
/Is. Though certificatio
ing ski
plumber requires many years of intense
retraining, the basic tasks of plumbing re
problem-solving
lving skills.
quire only basic problem-so
Once we had the main shutoffvalve in place
our boss told us in general terms where the
rest of the pipe and'
and valves had to go and
he went off to weld. Left almost on our own
we designed the new pipe layout-an
layout—andd it
actually turned out all right. So too, with
senate, most problems require only comcom
mon sense.
So Carter residents, don't
don’t say that your
senate president never did anything for
you. If it weren’t
weren't for Jason, Ian, Romeo and
I you would still be flushing in Mills and
showering in Founders.

Sincerely,
Your friendly plumber

Department. Stephens
Admissions Department.
The next claim that the letter makes is in the Admissions
year's
says
he
“might
have
been using this year’s
"might
very misleading:
men’s soccer team
"(The) men's
misleading: “(The)
school
numbers,”
which,
in
a
letter
this
sent
was second only to Harvard and among numbers,"
year's"
"last year’s”
only seven teams in the nation to have a year and claiming to present “last
imprefigures,
would
constitute
a
definite
impre
re3.0.” Unless they re
cumulative GPA over 3.0."
ally meant to say that our soccer team is on cision.
Furthermore,
finan
year's total for :finanFurthermore, this year’s
Harvard’s, this sentence should
par with Harvard's,
mil$10.2
mil
be understood as a praise of our soccer cial aid amounted to a whopping
figures,
Stephens' aim in presenting the
team’s
achievements, not their lion. Stephens’
team's academic achievements,
athletic skills. The facts would be better in any case, was to show how the college
represented by a sentence something like: had been generating its own financial aid
“of
"of the seven soccer teams in the nation to resources, and indeed, Covenant is to be
non-federal
commended for increasing its noil-federal
.0, commended
have an average cumulative GPA above 3
3.0,
encouragaid
to
students.
However,
the
encourag
highest,
Covenant’s
team
the
after
scores
Covenant's
ing
new
figures
should
not
be
presented
an
Harvard.”
This,
admittedly,
is
admirable
Harvard."
year's figures.
feat and something worth mentioning in as last year’s
The implication
implicationss of all these mistakes
corsuch a letter, as long as it is phrased cor
are,
to
the least, slightly disturbing.
say
rectly.
indoes
"the primary in
admit that “the
Stephens
Another mistake in the letter was the
tention
behind
this
letter
was
to
present
mention of Covenant having (in present .
nts" to people
achievements”
tense) a new "science
“science building, dormitory, Covenant and its achieveme
Covin
the
PCA
who
“don’t
know
about Cov
"don't
facility." As we all know, the
and athletic facility.”
enant
or
don’t
respect
it
as
a
prestigious
don't
Acathletic facility in question, the Ashe Ac
institution.”" This does not mean that the
construction. institution.
tivity Center, is still under construction.
misrepresented, even
as- school was grossly misrepresented,
And although it might be tempting to as
that by the time these prospective if the faulty claims did err on the positive
sume that
hopefin- side for Covenant. These mistakes hope
students arrive at Covenant, it will be fin
ished, it is still improper to speak of CovCov fully reveal more of a laxity in detail on the
part of the Admission
Admissionss Departmen
Departmentt ("we
(“we
“having” such a facility.
enant as "having"
spots," says
The final claim that the letter makes is may have missed a few . spots,”
attempt to deceive
a matter of financial aid. The college is said Stephens) than an actual attanpt
Covprospective students and to make Cov
finan- prospective
to have awarded over $8.5 million in finan
school
cial aid to its students last year. The official enant seem more of a prestigious
number from the President’s
President's Report is only than it actually is.
contribJ,isa Branson and Pamela Lucas contrib
sl
ightly
more
than
$7.3 million, the same as JAsa
slightly
uted research fo
forr this article.
quoted in the Covenant brochure available U(ed

lic
e pub
SIPs maysoo
soon
made
public
be mad
n be
Christina Jones
Staffwriter
Covenant College’s
ComCollege's Curriculum Com
mittee has recently been debating whether
year's Senior
or not they should post each year’s
Integration Papers (SIPs) in the library for
others to view. They want future students
to have a guideline and examples to follow
when writing their own SIPs.
The project is only in discussion
stages, though it seems that a majority of
professors agree that it would be a good
idea. Many of them believe that when stustu
dents are writing their SIP'
SIP’s,
s, they will work
dismore diligendy
diligently ifthey know that it will dis
played for the public to view. Already, many

Dedication,
tion, from page 1
Dedica

professors, such as those in the history
department,, have their seniors present a
department
portion of their SIPs to their class with the
same idea in mind. However, when asked,
few students agreed that having their SIPs
publicized would make them work harder.
“I
"I am working hard anyway, to get a good
grade and for the glory of God,”
stu
God," one student commented
commented..
If the Curriculum Committee decides
departto post the SIPs in the library, all depart
ments will have to comply, says Dr. William
Davis, Professor of Philosophy.
Philosophy. One major
decision will be whether all papers or just a
sample will be displayed. Any plans made
will likely go into effect for the class of2000
and for all future classes.

pus guests followed the dedication.
The Chalmers Center will hopefully
Chattanooga.
a. There was also a
doing in Chattanoog
prove
to be a wonderful
wonderftd addition to Cov
Covhope to promote involvement
involvement from these
enant
College,
reaching
out
to
those
in
the
groups as potential partners with the
Chattanooga
community
as
well
in
others
a
Chattanoog
Chalmers Center.
in
other
countries
in
financial
as
well
as
aid
inA luncheon for 75-80 people which in
the
ministry
of
Christ.
off-camcluded faculty, students, staff and off-cam
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Compiled by Tom Okie

TVA blocks resort developments
Chattanooga Times and Free Press: March 16
After a two year review of a proposal by the Houston-based Hines Interest LP for
a $100 million resort center in Marion County, the Tennessee Valley Authority has
refused permission to the developer. Environmental activist
activist.groups
groups pressured the fedfed
eral utility for a refusal. Although the resort would have generated an estimated 400
additional jobs and thousands more local tax dollars, the TV
TVA
A decided it was not worth
the·
the cost. Vice President of Resource Stewardship at TVA, Ruben Hernandez, said,
"The
“The value of retaining these lands for public use has a higher value than any
recreational and economic benefits that would have been derived by going forth with
these proposals."
proposals.” ·

Bradley constable's
constable’s fate before chancellor

'

Chattanooga Times and Free Press:
Press: March 15
Bradley County Constable Johnny Dewayne Hicks is under prosecution for charges
that he is illiterate. Chancellor Jerri Bryant will decide the case, which will determine if
Hicks can read and write. Literacy is a requirement for his position. Prosecutor Stephen
Crump brought in two educators to test Hicks. He read two books aloud as they
followed along in their own copies. While admitting that their evaluation was subjecsubjec
tive, the educators judged him fully competent for the first grade level book, but gave
him a grade of only 54 percent for the sixth grade book. Some residents are upset that
the prosecution continues to berate Hicks; reportedly, some complaints have been
filed to protest the hearing.

Two men shot in dogs dispute
Chattanooga Times and Free Press:
Press: March 11
11
An off-duty Chattanooga airport security guard shot his neighbors in a dispute
over the neighbors’
neighbors' incessantly barking dogs. Andy Kurey confronted his neighbor
Wayne Green and his brother David on Wednesday morning, March 10, about their
dogs. A fight broke out, and Kurey is charged with killing Wayne Green and wounding
his brother. He is being held at the Meigs County Jail. County Sheriff Walter Hickman
said they had received complaints about the dogs before. Kurey could have brought
the Greens to court and received a settlement if the dogs were ruled a nuisance by the
judge. It was the first homicide in Meigs County since a double-murder in 1990.

Georgia 'bill
bill forces insurers to cover
contraceptives
Chattanooga Times and Free Press: March 10
A Georgia bill that would require all state insurance companies to reimburse clients
for prescription contraceptives passed 150-19 on Tuesday, March 9. Supporters claimed
that'
that standard practices are unfair, as birth control pills are denied coverage by most
major firms. "A
“A family in Georgia ought to be able to determine the size, and the number ·
of children that they have,”
have," said Rep. Nancy Orrock, D-Atlanta. Opponents were concon
cerned that such a measure could pave the way for mandated coverage of abortion
procedures. Others in opposition worried that small business would be overly burbur
dened by the state's
state’s requirements.

Study: marijuana helps fight pain
Associated Press: March 17
A panel of medical experts has recently concluded that marijuana has medical
benefits for patients suffering from AIDS or cancer, and recommend that it be tested to
see how it should be applied. Supporters of the drug's
drug’s legalization were enthusiastic,
but opponents were worried about encouraging marijuana use. Some suggested disdis
tributing the drug as a pill or in inhalers. The Institute of Medicine, affiliated with the
National Academy of Sciences, said that marijuana is effective in relieving pain and
nausea, but that smoking is a "crude
“crude delivery system."
system.”

April assessment day new
addition to campus calendar
Sarah Hopson
Staff writer

from these assessments will show how
students' knowledge has or has not im
students’
improved while at Covenant. The college
On April 7, morning classes will not believes that by their sophomore year, the
meet. However, this will not be an oppor
oppor- majority of students have fulfilled their
tunity for students to sleep in because Bible and math core requirements, hence
the administration is suspending classes the determination of assigning the sophosopho
for a specific purpose. Sophomores, jun
jun- mores Bible and math assessments.
iors, and seniors will take value-added
The juniors’
juniors' assessment is more com
comassessments that morning instead of at
at- plicated than that of the sophomores.
tending class.
"They will be asked to deal with some of
“They
Value-added means that the same as
as- the information they put on their applica
applicasessment tool is administered at the bebe tion,”
tion," said Pinner. More specifically, this
ginning and end of a learning period in assessment will require that juniors rewrite
order to determine the strengths and their application essay and testimony.
weaknesses of a particular program. For
The thought behind this assessment
example, beginning this fall during orien
orien- is that it will enable Covenant to see what
tation, all upcoming freshmen will take a has changed in regards to the depth of
Bible assessment. Then in the spring of intellectual thought, spiritual maturity, the
their sophomore year, they will again take integration of faith and knowledge, and
a Bible assessment. The trends, both other considerations.
positive and negative, will help the school
However, not all the snags have been
and Bible department to see if they are ironed out regarding how this assessment
fulfilling their purpose.
will be administered. Both Hall and Pinner
Dean ofFaculty
of Faculty Jeff Hall and Harry . are working on figuring out the logistics
Pinner, Vice President of
Institutional Re
oflnstitutional
Re- of this assessment, realizing that many
search and Planning, came up with the students spent time researching their apap
idea of developing the means for measur
measur- plication essay and could not easily re
reing the college's
college’s effectiveness. Both produce that information in one morning.
stress that these an;
are not tests, because
Seniors will take their respective MaMa
the assessments are not given to deter
deter- jor Fields Achievement Tests. These tests
mine extent of knowledge, but rather to . are given to graduating seniors at schools
track trends within the academic culture throughout the nation. Results from these
of Covenant.
tests will be used by Covenant to see
"The assessm
assessments
“The
ents are tied to how it compares to other colleges. Every
Covenant's
Covenant’s purpose,"
purpose,” said Hall. He feels major at Covenant, for which a Major
that these assessments are important in Fields Achievement Test does not exist,
order for Covenant to determine whether will have to find or develop an equivaequiva
or not it is fulfilling its directives as stated lent national test.
in the college's
college’s purpose statement.
In addition to taking the MFATS, sese
Pinner said that the assessments are niors will also meet in departmental focus
important to faculty and staff, because groups. Students will meet with faculty of
they will allow the college "to
“to see if what their department so faculty can get feedfeed
we [the faculty and staff] hoped to acac back regarding the current academic
complish in students'
students’ lives has been culture of the college and what pospos
done.” In addition to being of importance sible improvements might be made in
done."
to the faculty and staff, the assessments the future.
"ought
“ought to be important to students, to
"Not all the logistics [of assessment
“Not
know if they’re
they're getting what they come day] have been worked out,”
out;" said Pinner
for,"
for,” Pinner went on to say.
in response to several questions raised.
This spring is the first time that Cov
Cov- In addition to the usual meeting space
enant will administer the assessments. problems, the administration faces other
The various results will determine the problems.
baseline for future assessments.
Questions that still need solutions in
inSophomores will have two assess
assess- clude how to execute the juniors’
juniors' assess
assessments-Bible knowledge and math skills. ment and what to do with the freshmen.
ments—Bible
These assessments will also be adminis
adminis- Freshmen do not have an assigned as
astered to freshmen during orientation week sessment. Suggestions of what to do with
beginning in August of 1999. In the them include, administering a questionquestion
spring of 2001, these students will take naire to evaluate what their experience at
additional Bible and math assessments.
Covenant has been like so far and meet
meetThe college hopes that the results ing with their faculty advisors.

feature 5
Depression
physical, mental, spiritual havoc
n wreaks pliysical,
Depressio
bagpipe 3.26.99 I w d l U l C

Lisa Branson
Staffwriter
If you are like most college students,
don't get enough sleep, eat a balanced
you don’t
you’re not
diet, or exercise properly, and you're
always up to handling the academic stresses
life. So, it
and social pressures of student life.
isn’t
stu
isn't too shocking to learn that college students, even at Covenant College, suffer
averfrom depression at higher rates than aver
Americans.
age
“Depression happens a lot. Most
"Depression
people will suffer from it in their lifetime;
lifetime;
struggle,"
for some, it will be a life-long struggle,”
counsel
said Lee Ballenger, who works in counseling services for Covenant. According to
the American Psychiatric Association,
Association,
suf
about one in seven American adults suffers from depression, but the rate among
college students is notably higher.
According to a Roper-Starch survey
stu
o~e in five college stufrom April of 1996, one
dents admits that their stress levels and
depression are higher than they ought to
be. However, only six percent said they would
seek help from their college's
college’s counseling serser
problem.
a
had
vices if they thought they

Considering the number of changes a
college student faces, it is not surprising
that the number of students who suffer from
depression is on the rise. Ballenger notes,
“College students are dealing with a lot of
"College
changes.
stress
changes. They come into a highly stressful academic setting, leaving behind family
and friends. Their beliefs are challenged,
their support group changes, and they are
stress."
surrounded with stress.”
So, what is depression? Most people
Chrisaren’t
aren't really sure what it means. In Chris
tian circles, people become very judgmen
judgmental when they hear the word. They think:
“He can’t
isn’t really
can't be right with God. She isn't
"He
depresBut
walk."
devoted to her spiritual walk.”
depres
one's spiritual life.
isn’t merely about one’s
sion isn't
com
Clinical depression is the most complicated of all emotions and is one of the
probmost common of all psychological prob
lems a person can experience. Depression
feel
is defined as a long-term sadness or feeling of gloom that causes a sufferer to feel
achopeless and withdrawn. It is usually ac
companied by a slowing down of the body.
body—it is
Depression affects the entire body-it
spiriphysically, mentally, emotionally, and spiri
tually consuming.

While the exact cause of depression is lor. Covenant provides counseling services
cat- for students, and depression screening is
unknown, it can be divided into three cat
egories: as a symptom, a disease, and a available at all times. ·
reaction. Depression can be a warning from
co,mmonly looked
While depression is commonly
“Depression
the body, indicating that something is down upon, Ballenger notes "Depression
greatbad. Many of the great
wrong. It accompanies a wide range of doesn’t
doesn't have to be bad.
physical disorders, such as the flu and cancan est artists, those who are highly respected
depres
cer. In its severest form, depression is a as creative, have channeled their depressufge- sion into creative energy.
ep.ergy. Those who suf
disease—some
disease-some people actually have a ge
depression. Finally, fer from depression experience life deeply
netic tendency toward depression.
it is a reaction to the events oflife.
of life. This is and intensely. These people can provide
the most common kind of depression.
insight."
incredible insight.”
difDepression, however, can be very dif
One former Covenant student, who
Cov“I ficult for Christians to handle. One Cov
suffered from depression, remarked, "I
“I
didn't want enant student spoke of her depression: "I
never wanted to go to class. I didn’t
probdidn’t have a prob
didn't want to do anyany never wanted to face it. I didn't
to go to practice. I didn’t
stu
sleep."
lem: I was invincible. I was a straight A stuthing. All I wanted to do was sleep.”
dent—everything I did had to be perfect.
Telltale symptoms include decreased dent-everything
plea- Soon everything in my life came crashing ·
energy or fatigue, loss of interest and plea
in- down around me: my dad lost his job, I
sure in activities, sleeping difficulties, in
creased feelings of hopelessness, eating suffered from a serious injury, my best
disturbances, unintentional weight gain or friend got pregnant, my brother renounced
loss, difficulty concentrating, thoughts of Christianity, and a close friend of mine tried
herself I felt like there was no one to
suicide and death, and sense of inadequacy, killing herself.
turn to. It even seemed like God had turned
guilt, or unworthiness.
me.”
Experts say students suffering from his back on me."
two or more of these symptoms for more
than two weeks should consult a counsecounse
see Depression, next page
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better? Being proud of pointlessness or not
caring about nothing? Right before I
wit
skipped town I had the opportunity of witre- nessing a rather odd production of
Yet to fully re
cover from jet lag, Faustus. This is the old story of the guy
sorting through the who sold his soul to the devil for fame,
memori power, and money. And then on my trip I
little paper memoritrip—the saw an excellent production of Macbeth.
als of the trip-theconseater and tourist These two plays clearly show the conse
attraction ticket quences of behavior that is motivated by
re self-interest. This dramatic lesson sparks
stubs, credit card repatrioceipts, old plane and a small flame of a thought: perhaps patrio
motivated
is
tism
the
sort
only
selective
of
train tickets, an unun
used post card, a by selfish interest, and is thereby ultimately
well-used map_
map of destructive. At the football game (and this
soc
Edinburg—I
Edinburg-I try to is of course the sport we would call socpassioncer),
we
sat
with
some
of
the
most
passion
piece together the
—and keep in mind ·
scraps for an oracle ate people I ever met -and
“What My Trip they do not serve alcohol at football games.
of "What
Meant”
Meant" (and this They sang their fight songs with the whole
except
spontaneously
y in unison ((except
isn’t even for my stadium spontaneousl
<
/> isn't
"'g,
ref
credit).. us newcomers), they duly berated the ref~ cross-cultural credit)
I
It’s
It's far too easy erees and everyone was wearing Ranger
~
.0
inter
1~ to get caught up in blue and red. We also learned some interone
when
esting
phrases
to
implement
new
sort
the
details—the
the
detailsgraffiti
Paul Counts,
Counts, Dave
Dave Kaufmann,
Kaufmann, and Mark Krieg encounter a fiercely proud variety of Scottish
scottisn granm
Paul
and
upset
particular
player,
these
a
at
is
of fun yet slightly
Depression,
previous ~
page
merits of his career. And he was de- prosaic items that I wrote on all the post cards I sent revealed the bitterness that was abundant
·ments
n, from J)'eVious
Depressio
BaUenger points out that depres- pressed....
pressed.... His will to live had largely · only a few days ago: impressive sights of castles and in the stadium. These fans loved to hate
Ballenger
perform.
eroded, and he wanted to die."
die.”
mountains, good food like digestive biscuits, sausage their players when they did not perform.
doesn’t always mean that somesome
sion doesn't
as well
opponent
hate
the
to
loved
They
Many Christian authors have rolls, haggis and Guinness, interesting stops like a real
“It doesn't
doesn’t
thing needs to be fixed: "It
subthe
was
(and
the
team
town
that
sub
across
conservative church.
isn ’t written books for those who suffer football game and a really conseivative
mean someone is a bad person or isn't
words).
choice
some
ject
words).
with
songs
few
a
of
rakes a bit more to piece it together than
d can use deBut it takes
enough—God
de from depression. Two such books are
spiritual enough-Go
I think that all these loose ends of the
pression! He may use it to get our The Inner Voice ooff Love by Henri scraps of paper and quickly fading memories. A talk
trip
must
be undone, redone, and then tied
attention, slow us down, or just wrestle Nouwen, who writes about his own with a wise friend helped me see the kind of valuable
together
with
the thread of selflessness.
Home underlying theme that I usually try to uproot from my
Him. In the end, depression can struggles with depression; and Homewith Him.
para- Many the little memories of the ultimately
sickfor
Soul’s Journey to Joy experiential garden. The following is an inexact para
Eden::A Souls
God.”
sickfor Eden
give a deeper knowledge of God."
friend: frivolous tourist attractions show that
Bums, M.D
M.D.,., who asserts phrase of an ambiguous quote from said wise friend:
One encourageme
encouragement
Chris by David P. Burns,
nt for Chris“It’s curious that wherever you go in that country, they travel for the sake of sights and scenery
tians suffering from depression can that humans will always feel restless "It's
be found in the Bible in the prophet until they are in heaven joined in an are proudly flying their flag, boasting of their heritage returns empty. The oft-misplaced pride of
and recalling their history. Here at home, we don't
don’t really the dwellers of the land show that ignoring
of Elijah. Siang-Yang Tan and John intimate relationship with God.
aspects of the rich heritage with which God
their
who
they
might
give
a
care.”
it’s
true.
background,
love
think
They
it's
Students
With
And
·
care."
Ortberg, Jr., authors of Coping
has blessed a people ultimately leads many .
ours.
igshake
suffer
from
shouldn’t
ig
while
we
look
for
every
ours.
to
shouldn't
opportunity
the
depression
of
Depression: The Common Cold o f
astray. The productions I witnessed and
denore
it.
The
sooner
is
de
something
Except,
of
course,
if
our
heritage
is
Eurodepression
Emotional Life, examine the life of
fans I dwelt among for a few hours show
the
(though
heritage
treated.
tected,
the
sooner
it
can
be
treated.
cool.
I’ll
boast
all
day
about
my
Dutch
“His work had faced severe
I'll
Elijah: "His
beviciousness of passionately selfish be
the
seldom
One
Covenant
junior
commented:
you'll
but
it is three generations removed),
you’ll
On,e
challenges, at times from powerful
visI
that
the
vis
land
in
many
too
For
havior.
But
"
...
last
the
American ’
“Going to see a counselor was
"I'm proud to be an American...
here me singing “I’m
opponents, and yet somehow he had "Going
integ- thing I wanted to do. But being stuck why be proud of centuries of paganism? Surely they ited, this article would have just ended (in
always continued. His personal integ
re have much heritage and history to learn form and build a vaguely hip existential despair). Yet it
unchallenged.. He had seen in a rut was horrible. Anyone who rerity was unchallenged
books}, but if takes the wisdom that can only be given to
answers to prayer that were nothing ally suffers from depression should on (as we can read in our church history books),
doesn’t just go away. You that is widely ignored and replaced by flag-waving and see and know the grace that can break
miraculous....
.... He had just get help. It doesn't
short of miraculous
what's the point? through the selfishness in wide lands
‘get over it.’
it.' It can be scary, the bashing of neighboring countries, what’s
experienced a time of great success don’t
don't just 'get
borne.
help.”
The dilemma this seems to present is this: What is abroad and small hearts home.
in his ministry, one of the peak mo- but there are people who can help."
Bob Wiegers
BobWiegers
Staff writer

.

Chalmers,
s, from page 1
Chalmer

Center.
Training of the Chalmers Center.
Dr. Russell Mask, an international
microenterprise,
in
ise, and through these inof microenterpr
microenterprise
ise specialist who has worked
to microenterpr
ternships earn credits that will count tomicroenterprise
ise projects with Food for
degrees,” Dreger said, adding in microenterpr
wards their degrees,"
International,, is the InternaInterna
“Dr. Fikkert has already been apap the Hungry International
that "Dr.
Microenterprise
Cen
ise Director of the Cenproached by students from the University tional Microenterpr
of Tennessee at Chattanooga who are inin ter. In an attempt for the Center to become
for
more self sufficient, Mike Parker, who forterested in the program."
program.”
Aside from Dreger and Fikkert, the merly worked in admissions at Covenant,
Conmem- applied and was hired as Director of Con
Chalmers Center has four other staff mem
bers. Dr. David Hoover, while an acting propro stituent Relations. The Chalmers Center
Nikkei to the posiposi
fessor at Covenant, is also the Director of has also named Steven Nikkel

tion of Domestic Microenterprise
Microenterprise Director
and expects him to join them in July.
Fikkert, Hoover and Mask are currently
going through a studying phase where they
are examining various organizations and
programs in an effort to establish a solid
program for the Chalmers Center. The three
men returned from a trip to the Dominican
Republic just a few weeks ago where they
examined a project called FIME which is
affiliated with World Vision.

Philip
Mask recently took a trip to the Philippines that he called an "exploratory
“exploratory trip to
see where God is working and where the
work.”
Chalmers Center can help in that work."
Besides their work in other countries,
the Chalmers Center is very hopeful and
promicroenterprise pro
optimistic to start a microenterprise
“There is such popo
gram in Chattanooga. "There
us," said Dreger,
tential right here in front of us,”
“we would really like to focus some of the
"we
work of the Center in Chattanooga.
Chattanooga.”"
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Rachel Gleason
Staff writer
Friday afternoon had finally rolled
bearound and spring break had officially be
gun. Excited to take off towards my warm
erand sunny hometown, I had one last er
rand to run. I went into the Tuck Shoppe to
purchase a book for a little spring break
reading. I was happy to find a copy of a
forr
recently published book called Reason fo
the Hope Within which includes an article
by Covenant's
Covenant’s own Dr. Willliam Davis. I
was greatly encouraged in my faith as I
read through the book over spring break
and I have already recommended it to sevsev ·
recommend
I
eral friends back home. Now,
it to you.
Reason for the Hope Within is made
up of sixteen articles all written by young
ad
Christian philosophers with the goal of addressing aspects of philosophy that are of
com
most concern to the broader Christian com-

munity. In the introduction the editor, Dr. level also hinders it from a larger degree of
commuback influence in the broader Christian commu
Michael J. Murray, fully explains the backnity.
Philosophers
have
to this
contributed
ground of the book. As a student, Murray
book
in
hopes
of
allowing
the
church
at
noticed a difference between the things he
large
to
benefit
from
the
advances
of
the
learned at Notre Dame and the things he
community.
lit- Christian philosophical community.
traditional apologetics lit
had read in the ·traditional
The articles cover a range of issues
erature. While both addressed the same
different including such topics as the problem of
questions, they seemed to use differept
is- evil, eastern religions, heaven, science,
sources of information. Looking at the is
sue, Murray saw that while most of our atheism, ethics, etc. All of the topics are
accor- important to Christian philosophers but
pastors are trained in seminaries in accor
think“the they are also relevant to the lives and think
dance to the traditional apologetics, "the
work of Christian philosophers just has not ing of all Christians.
As the most important component in a
trickled down out of the ivory tower and
pews.” Why doesn't
doesn’t most ChrisChris conceptual framework, the question of the
into the pews."
tian philosophical work make it to the existence of God is relevant to all people.
Argu“Theistic Argu
church at large? Well, much of the work Davis begins his article, "Theistic
ments," with several arguments in support
done in Christian philosophy is written in ments,”
such a way that the reader must be well of God existing as a necessary being. While
versed in both theology and philosophy in his arguments are clearly full of thought
order to understand. The same theological and carefully worded, even Davis admits
strong."
“unavoidably strong.”
and philosophical language that allows the that they are not "unavoidably
Davis
comments
that
an
argument
for the
Christian philosopher to work at a deeper

existence of God is needed, but his primary
lines.
goal in this article is not along these lines.
rationalInstead, his thesis states that the rational
arity of our faith is not dependent on an ar
gument for God’s
God's existence. Davis is not
so much using this article as an argument
for the existence of God as he is arguing
that
don't need [an argument for
... you don’t
that"“ ...you
the existence of God] to make your belief
rational.”
rational."
Citing several examples, Davis explains
consiclered
that most concepts commonly considered
circurational lack justification that is not circu
lar. Should higher levels of rationality be
required for the acceptance of arguments
supporting the existence of God than for
nature?No!
other arguments of
No! If
ofaa similar nature?
acexperience can allow one to rationally ac
cept similar arguments, then experience of
God’s presence justifies an argument for
God's
the existence of God. Ifone has experience,

see Reason, page 9
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Lagerkvist’s
Barabbas:: The problem of belief
t's Barabbas
Lagerkvis
8
8

Chris- side him.
him. And all of this was because
was finally his chance tojoin with the Chris
do
soli Barabbas thought that he finally was dotians, and so, thinking he was acting in solidarity with the Christians in bringing in the ing the one thing by which he could
kingdom, he joined the melee. He began to achieve status as a Christian; in truth it
proclaim- caused his death, (and at least in terms of
torch buildings, simultaneously proclaim
the story, the death of all the Christians
ing that he was a Christian.
Barabbas was arrested, along with arrested).
. The book ends with a very ambiguous
thousands of other Christians, under the
scene.
Barabbas is condemned to die by cru
crupretense of having set fire to Rome. Of
iast
his
cifixion.
As
he
hangs
cross,
last
the
on
course, we know that it was the emperor
spirit"
my
“into thy hands I commit spirit”
Nero, not the Christians, who had kindled words are "into
My father and I had a bit of debate
the blaze. But the Christians arrested did
not know this, and the only one among over what he meant by these words. I was
unbeChris- convinced that Barabbas died an unbe
them who had claimed to be both a Chris
tian and had set fire to Rome was Barabbas. liever, but my father thought otherwise.
Because of this, Barabbas had unwittingly And after having thought about it some
condemned all these Christians to die along more, I think that my father is right.
This story is not simply about a man
■ who wishes to believe but can’t—it
can' t-;--it is not
that cut and dried.
dried. Rather this is a man who
wants to believe, but thinks that his belief
is dependent upon what he can do
do..
Hi
beBarabbas is always turned away from be
lief,
not
simply
the
Christians
push
because
icge pond. A fish nabs a bug behind me. 1 We long together for the bad to be re
Tim Black
look up Not Leviathan, perhaps a bass A moved - the bad fruit into which we men in him away, but because he is horrified by
Guest writer
sin.
squirrel comes hopping up the log toward Adam breathed (he breath of death, f op his own sin.
I came to agree with my father because
ine. stops not eigfit feet aw ay' We size :ach give us. Lord, and raise us up incorruptible
in the new heavens and the new earth finally Barabbas finally did what up until
window. Bright green eyes struggle into other up: He bolts for a tree, 1chuckle At
least
he
fared
better
than
the
one
that
Sam Glaser has a good point that ’raw the final moments of his life he had been
Questioning.
svicw meet mine, and hold
A
incapable of doing.
doing. Barabbas had always
..
:
.
■ . / ' / .. . .
his
salvation or redemption in
understood
■window. “C’mon in, Mary. You want" '2rowiicdhithetoiie1. Thecrcationgroaned fearsome. God’s eternal power and divine
what
he
was able to do. That is
of
terms
nature
are
overwhelmingly
displayed
in
all
So God created created man in His own
some lovin'T’ Whiskers stretch forward,
why
he
thought
that
setting fire to Rome
that
He
has
made,
and
since
the
fall,
they’
she rubs my legs, twines between them. I image; in the image of God He created him;
would
efficacious
for him, but
be
somehow
are
even
a
threat
to
us.
I’ve
been
alone
touch her tail: aiuzzybfctck nose and soft forty male and female He created diein. Then God
he
When
t.
it
wasn’t.
said
his
final
words,
wasn'
ears rise tomeet my palm. She settles in my Lap. blessed them, and God said to them. Be vith the elements, with bears—things bigfithey
were
words
of
He
fi
had
surrender.
me—and too often with people,
■,warm paws against fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and sub-'*'
nally
himself
to
else,
someone
over
given
goes too far to say that .nature
due it; have dominion over the fish ofIth|
. Contented i L |
o anything to preserve you. In God. Barabbas had finally recognized his
sea, over the birds of the air, and over fev-i
the.
uc doesn't concern itself with, your limitations. Given, it was on a cross and the
ths cry Jiving thing that moves on the ear
fact
his
limits
was
obvious.
Neverthe
Nevertheobvious.
of
ation in ;inv way; it only continues
.. ...........-d o . And God said, “See, I have given you
himself; he
long as it has from the beginning." less he could have still lied to himself:
than tliaL She depends cry herb that yields seed which is on
have
refused
to
his weak
weakto
admit
could
We are here to glorify God. partly by
ness.
He
run
the
truth
from
away
have
could
ruling over and being productive in our use
even
there
the
cross,
but
he
did
not,
and
on
of the creation (Gn. 1:26-28) and partly by
uSautjr, CUJlipaUiUilbUip,
mtu
iw t v u ) lk-omua un c<i
the
final
words
he
spoke
were
of
faith.
words
liaplcss uricc laid at our feet as tokens of of the air. and to everything Uiat creeps 011 tlie delighting in the created blessings of God
uncomI think most of us would be uncom
n . ||29-30). lit Chnsl.all tilings
affoction.
earth, in which there is life, I have given cv
fortable
with
the
that
can
someone
idea
ours (1 Co 4:21 -23: Ro. 8:17.38,39; I fc.
A chirping outside the window. A small green hert> for food’'; ami it was so.
want
to
believe,
but
find
it
to
do
impossible
hir/t A rorHir.al I Anil
W * ' n n r in t h t ' a i l v m f
k m 8:28, Ja; 1:2-4), y e t,
so.
In
fact,
I
would
not
be
that
surprised
>to participate in God's provicaie of His crcation (Gn. 2:15,3:17-; some of you, while reading this, will have
Ps. 8,80; Is. no idea what not being able to believe is, or
for creation that it is even possible. But whether we
lg God and want it to be true or not, it is true that there
Barabbas: those who would
v
and
oil
fill
our
cup
to
overflowing.
blessing
our
fellow
man,
yet
in
doing
so we are people like Barabbas:
comeback.
believe
but
can’t.
Similar to Barabbas, their
can't.
Surely
she
Many
times
last
summer
my
three
bless
the
creatures
under
our
care
and
God
Does Jvlarv really like us? S
situation
not
one
entirely of a faith that
is
is more than a bundle of nerves ;uid in- evening servings offruit came from a berry uses them to bless us in return. The re.ilit>
they
incapable
nor is it a case of
of,
are
aincts. Yet her consciousness must Ik so patch along the path to my house. (I'll show of the fait and the curse, which we have
misunderstood.
Barabbas does
salvation
dim. Is she really questioning, curious, it to you next summer if you’re around.) brought upon ourselves, is not enough to
reject
faith
just
because
his concep
concepnot
when she sees the water swirl down the The berries were abundant. There were too make Mary and the rest of crcation into an
......... ......................" ~.............. ^
...........
4
"I5' ^
tion of salvation is dependent upon works,
and his do not qualify. For him there were
numerous factors, and for the real man or
woman
that is a Barabbas, there are numer
numerIt’s a relationship al'mutual blessing, ideally.
good fruit from the bad better than i do. mortal bodies, subduing them to Himself Let
ous
factors—psychological,
environmen
environmenfactors-psychological,
' ................................ .... —
■ ... .... *
- ttt good fruit freely.
«ce inti
forth—that account
tal, spiritual, and so forth-that
belief.
for their lack of belief.

John Adam Perkins

underground tombs he entered. Once or
twice, he thought he heard voices and saw
a light. He chased after the sound but never
JE*
s*.
r
t
found it. And being unfamiliar with the
Pa.rt 2
crucis
•
~
Last article left off with Sahak’s
cruci twists and the turns of the underground
fixion, which Barabbas witnessed. After labyrinth he became lost. He never found
Sahak’s
Sahak's death Barabbas remained a slave. the meeting. When Barabbas finally made
Toward the end of the novel, because of his way out he was surrounded by chaos;
his exemplary behavior he is taken along Rome was burning. In the madness of the
with the Roman governor back to Rome. streets Barabbas became confused. People
sayBack in Rome he continued to hear talk of around him were screaming, some were say
was the Christians who were
Christian meetings. One night, determined ing that it ,was
to find the Christians at their secret meeting binning
burning down Rome.
place, the catacombs, he sneaked out of the
This was it! Barabbas thought. This
governor’s
governor's mansion. He understood that the was the destruction by fire that was to bring
consequence for leaving, if caught, was death. in their New Kingdom that the Christians
When he reached the opening to the had always been talking about. Perhaps this

Philosophy&Religion editor

Mary versus a harsh,

universe

Nature” doesn’t capture the full sense of biblical “Creation”
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Biblical Catholicism
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ns-turned-Catholic tell all
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di not have been speaking figuratively when
include discussions with God, spiritual- family bonds...the
bonds ... the deeper meaning of dijoumal
journal entries, and feelings in their hearts vine covenants in the Old Testament was he taught us to eat his flesh and drink his
God’s fathering oflsrael
of Israel as His own famfam blood. The Jews in His audience would not
about the truth and about the will of God. God's
The book is a personal testimony, not ily."
ily.” Since the covenant is familial justifica
justifica- have been outraged and scandalized by a
CathoCovenant students often write Catho
misundisappoint- tion, our point of entry into the covenant mere symbol. Besides, if they had misun
pos- an apology. Thus, it is rather disappoint
lics off as misguided folks who might pos
clariHe could have easily clari
Jesus ....He
"Luther and derstood Jesus..
ex must make us children of God. “Luther
sibly be Christians if they are so ignorant ing for those who would like a lengthy exdid.”
but He never did."
point ....but
[God's grace] exclusively fied His point..
that they don't
don’t realize how blatantly the planation of the errors of Protestantism. Calvin explained [God’s
The final point they detailed was their
explana in terms of courtroom language,”
language," Scott
Bible contradicts Roman Catholicism. Rome Where they do go into this, their explanaso/a scriptura. In one of his
“but I was beginning to see that, far rejection of sola
Sweet Home: Our Journey to Catholicism tions are brief and abbreviated. It is hard, writes, "but
Scrip
(1993), by Scott & Kimberly Hahn tells of then, to give a detailed explanation of the more than simply being a judge, God was classes, a student asked Scott where Scripso/a scriptura. Scott offered
Father..
justification was more than a ture taught sola
....justification
their biblically-based conversion from rere reasons that provoked them to Catholicism. our Father
3: 16Matthew 5:
5:17,
17, II Timothy 3:16formed Presbyterianism to Roman
17, and Matthew 15, but was told
Catholicism.
that none of those condemned
For Reformed Protestants
apostolic oral tradition, and that
Catholiwho are curious about Catholi
oral tradition seemed in fact to be
cism, this book is particularly rel
relII Thessalonians
commanded in n
evant, since the authors started
2:15.
This
prompted
Scott to dede
out with the same assumptions we
of
series
tailed
and
a
long
study
they've written to
have. However, they’ve
semidiscussions
with
a
host
of
semi
a Catholic audience, which means
nary professors, after which he ·
de
don't attempt to dethe Hahns don’t
so/a scriptura had
concluded that sola
fend their theological transition
no
Scriptural
basis.
perwith the rigor which would per
These, then, are some of the
Howaudience. How
suade a reformed audience.
Natuinitial reasons they offer. Natu
ever, the authors were clearly
rally, this list is not exhaustive teachdedicated to obeying the teach
their conversion spanned seven
God’s Word, regardless of
ing of God's
years of intense study, very little
possibilits cost. This erases any possibil
of which they detail for us. These
ity of claiming that all Catholics
issues, however, were among the
are mindless followers of tradition
earliest to draw their attention.
who disregard the teachings of the
To read their story is intimiintimi
Bible. The book’s
book's ten chapters are
dating. It is scary to think that
perspective”
"Scott's perspective"
divided into “Scott’s
educated, . reformed, and studistudi
perspective."
“Kimberly’s perspective.”
and "Kimberly's
ous Christians could unwittingly
While both authors’
authors' writing styles
convert to Catholicism. At the
by, cliches and
are characterized by
same time, though, they make no
neither are extremely talented writ
writ- There’s something about Catholicism that’s
that's just a little more splendid than anything a Presbyterian might boast of
There's
mention of several seemingly
ers, the book is easy, pleasant, and
contradictory
passages in their discussion
The
they
do
give,
though,
to
legal
decree;
it
established
us
in
as
seem
Christ
reasons
quick to read.
of
some
of
the
above points. For instance,
God’s
children....”
center
around
four
points.
"
....
Scott and Kimberly met at Grove City
God's children
when
sola
so/afide, no mention is
discuss
they
The
first
of
these
is
their
understand
The
second
point
is
their
of
understandrejection
College in 1977. When the two married, they
of
Romans
3-5 or of verses like
made
sola
fide.
The
more
he
studied
the
Pauline
“In so/a
went to Gordon-Conwell Theological Semi
Semi- ing of the covenant. To quote Scott, "In
Philippians
3:9.
Likewise,
when they dis
disnary. Scott's
Scott’s study of the Bible, attempting the Protestant tradition, covenants and epistles, the more Scott felt drawn to this
ignore
cuss
the
eucharist,
they
completely
“I discovered,”
“that
discovered," he writes, "that
to follow its teaching whatever the cost, contracts were understood as two words conclusion. "I
led him further artd
and further toward what describing the same thing. But studying nowhere did St. Paul ever teach that we are Hebrews 10, and so on. It would be rash,
proved to be Catholic doctrines, even to the Old Testament led me to see that, for justified by faith alone! Sola fide was then, to grow unduly alarmed by the points
con unscriptural!”
unscriptural!" In support of this, he cites they make. Their story should prompt us,
turning down a position as dean of a small the ancient Hebrews, covenants and conhowever, to a careful and biblical examinaexamina
con two verses, James 2:24 and I Cor. 13:2.
Presbyterian seminary. During the followfollow tracts were very different. In Scripture, conThe third point came in their under
under- tion of our faith, so that if indeed we choose
ing four years he studied the Bible and tracts simply involved the exchange of
Catholic theologians extensively, as well property, whereas covenants involved the standing of the eucharist. In studying John to be reformed, it will be on the basis of
"that Jesus could Scripture instead of the traditions of men.
as talking to various well-known reformed exchange of persons, so as to form sacred 6:52-68, Scott concluded “that
scholars. But in spite of his original disdis
taste for Catholicism, Scott never felt that
com
world's comand because I am incapable of convincing satisfies the question of the world’s
inclina- Reason, from page 7
anyone could disprove his Romish inclina
plexity.
The
skeptic
fails
in
his
attempt
to
justifi- others of my experiences with God, I should
tions with Scripture. He eventually converted, the fact that there is no non-circular justifi
label
the
acceptance
of
God’s
existence
ir
irGod's
existcation does not make the argument for the not hope to convincingly argue the exist
and his wife followed him five years later.
ence of God. Instead, I evaluate my own rational.
As the narrative moves from the existence of God unjustified.
Davis' article as well as
Reading Dr. Davis’
Argu- experience with God and see that my faith
The arguments in "Theistic
“Theistic Argu
Hahn’s
Scrip
Hahn's early days of perusing the Scripstan- the other articles will encourage you as you
ments" are compelling in their support of is, indeed, rational by the common stan
tures to their later days as Catholics, the ments”
unbelievfind strong answers to academic unbeliev
Not dards of rationality.
style shifts. They start out in a matter-of- the rational position that God exists. NotThe relentless skeptic can doubt any
any- ers who raise objections to your Christian
fact tone, describing how they came to bebe ing that, while arguments are not able to
phibelief. Even without a background in phi
ratio thing, but his opposition does not destroy belief.
lieve that the Bible supports Catholic coerce people into belief, faith is still ratioyou
will
relevant
information
find
losophy
the
argument
based
the
of
complexity
on
nal,
Davis
that
belief
comes
most
suggests
doctrine. As each begins to describe the
disci
powerful emotions they experienced while commonly through a direct experience of the world. Even the skeptic who rejects the and arguments regardless of your discipline.
Don’t
miss
the
benefit
to
your
faith
Don't
alnot
to
offer
an
al
able
God’s
presence.
Because
I
am
unable
to
is
God
of
existence
participating in the Eucharist and other God's
provided
in
this
intellectual
exercise!
ternative
explanation
that
more
completely
God
give
people
a
direct
with
experience
Catholic traditions, however, they start to
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Dogmatism v. pragmatism
in 2000 Presidential race
Jedidiah Royal
Staff writer

so
Bush (very soconserva
cially conservative compared
to McCain), you
are in some
helping
sense helping
McCain get that
much closer to
the nomination.
I was rere
Elizabeth Dole and George W. Bush are the most prominent caricatures to emerge thus far
cently speaking
with a friend
who seemed to think that there was little room for
pragmatism when it came to voting. He was prepared
at all cost to vote his conscience (his conscience was
Pat Buchanan) claiming that if only people would vote
ZJ
their beliefs, then good people will start getting into
rv
,__
to office. Well, it seems to me that candidates become
t-(j)
front runners because the majority of voters like them
-l
more to start off with. It is sad to say (or maybe not),
rn
majorthe
but these "good"
“good” people do not represent
major
0
~
's chances are so terrible not because the
ity. Bauer
Bauer’s
LL
average American feels compelled not to vote their
don't
conscience, but rather because most Americans don’t
(i)
w
don't
want him running the country in the first place. I don’t
A)
think that lack of conviction is a problem in the U.S.
)>
The point is that any vote for Gary Bauer is a
~
0
w
vote against Bush, which means that it is easier for
rn
LL
McCain to close the gap. So do you waste your vote
77
....J
on Bauer whose best chance at getting in the White
<(
House is on a school-sponsored tour, or do you do
_ _.i.;,..i,> · p j
--,
A.)
rv
the best you can with a vote for Bush? I maintain that
pragmatism is vitally important in making your deci
decifirst'
sion on how to vote. Regardless of who your firsii
LL
choice is, know that your vote not only affects him or
77
w
rn
her, but also the rest of the field. Be very thoughtful in
-i
making your decision in 2000, and keep your eyes
<(
on this race, as I’m
I'm sure it will be talked about for
~
(V
rn
decades.
{ i'i

A year-and-a-half out and the presidential race is
already plastered over the covers of the most popular
racks. Most notably, perhaps,
news magazines ·on the racks.
was US.
U.S. News and World Report's March 15 cover story,
“Off and Running,"
Running,” which gave the latest facts and figfig
"Off
ures on the bid for the Republican nomination (which
will be decided in over a year). And George W. Bush
· covers the most recent Fortune. It should prove to be
one of the most interesting races in recent history for
several reasons, of which the millennial craze and the
Lewinsky scandal are not the least.
A1 Gore, who
On the one side there is Vice President Al
has little-to-no charisma, a political agenda based around
an intense environmental stance, and is the political
proxy of our now very controversial president; but there
Demo
is no doubt (at least now) that he will have the Democratic party's
party’s nomination for 2000, and plenty of money
to run with. On the other side there is a fleet of 10+
haven’t even
Republicans led by two candidates who haven't
decided on whether or not to run yet, including Bush
Dole. Both potential candidates, though,
and Elizabeth Dole.
have a substantial lead over Gore, according to the
latest polls.
But Bush is probably not a Christian favorite. He is
a former carouser and alcoholic, and some suggest that
his social agenda leanings are moderate at best. As for
Elizabeth, nobody is really too sure about her platform
yet (let's
(let’s just hope that one of the Doles can hold their
own in a debate). It seems that the best chances for a
Republican president in 2000 are not at the James
Dobson level.
don’t fear, o ye of the Right Wing Moral Major
MajorBut don't
ity, there might still be hope. Three of the top Christian
Coalition favorites in the running too: Gary Bauer, Pat
Buchanan, and Dan Quayle. Bauer, head of the lobbyist
organization The Family Research Council, boasts an
7 5-1 shot at ending up in the Oval office.*
unimpressive 75-1
A close second-to-last is media favorite Buchanan who *numbers taken from U.S. News and World Report,
has a 60-1 probability as well as the heavy memories of March 15, 1999.
previous losses. Former Vice President Quayle seems to
have the closest shot with a 20-1 chance of
upsetting the present Vice President (still
For a semester, for a year, for a lifetime:
very lacking in a presidential race).
stu
I get the feeling that most Covenant stuT H E R E ’ S NO
NO P
LACE L
I K E AU
P.
UP.
LIKE
PLACE
THERE'S
dents are probably attracted to these candicandi
dates for their hard-line social stances as well
as their religious convictions. But what are
The education is American.
no
you to do when your candidate has no
chance of winning? Do you vote for him or
The 111ix
mix is international.
TIie
her anyway knowing that it is a vote taken
away from someone who has a better shot?
The
Paris.
Tile setting is Paris,
For
example, Sen. John
McCain (R-Arizona)
JohnMcCain(R-Arizona)
Forexample,
th e advantage is yours.
The
is a much more moderate Republican who
does not take a very dogmatic stance on soso
cial issues. Many Christian conservatives find
A
M E R I C A N UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY O
F P
ARIS
PARIS
OF
AMERICAN
detrimenhis lack of conviction revolting and detrimen
tal to the party, but he is much closer to the
Paris: 31,, avenue Bosquet, 75343 Paris cedex 07, trance • (33/1) 40.62.07.20
Nov York: 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017 • (212) 983-1414
front runners than Bauer will ever dream of
www.aup.edu • admissions@aup.edti • nyoffice@aup.edu
being. So, if you vote for Bauer instead of
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Problem
solved
Y2K:: .
ved in Y2K
blem sol
Pro

ency
he presid
Just a little R-E-S
R-E-S-P-E-C-T
for the
presidency
-P-E-C-Tfort
Justa

presidency,
presidency, and a woman could be the
worst moral leader we’ve
we've ever had. But
two things make me say that Christians
tryvalu- should vote for a woman. First, (not try
Bob Dole is teaching America a valu
able lesson: “If
don’t succeed, ing to be the doomsday prophet) the
"If at first you don't
evangelical, concon
let your wife try.”
try." America has come a long chances that a reformed, evangelical,
way in accepting the rights of women, but servative man is going to be elected are
doesn't care
we have yet to see a woman occupy the slim to none. A country that doesn’t
is
fiend
if
their
leader
a
sex
not going to
is
presidency.
There
is
no
better
time
to
elect
presidency.
Inelect someone who condemns them. In
a woman president than in the year 2000.
Mr.
of
“wasting”
vote
on
Noour
"wasting"
stead
a
elect
should
First let me say that we
Chance-Conservative, we should look for
Just Chance-Conservative,
woman because she is a woman, not just
a
candidate that we generally agree with
differa
is
because she is a woman. There
differ
has a chance of winning. In a time
and
for
ence. For example, imagine that the race
where
con
affirmative action is vogue, a conpresident has come down to Dole and Gore.
servative
woman
would
have
a
better
beYou’re
You' re at the poles trying to decide be
conservatween the two. You think that Dole is -inin chance of being elected than a conserva
competent as a leader and you disagree tive man.
Second, Christians should notice the
hand,,you
with all her views. On the other hand,
you
think that Gore is the embodimen
embodimentt of a great difference between women and men and
president. His leadership qualities are susu recognize the potential advantages that
perb, his character is impeccable,
impeccable, and his this difference might generate in America.
perspecti vepolitical views are right on target. You vote Women have a different perspective—
psyphilosophical and psy
for Dole though, just because she is a getting into the philosophical
chological
details
of
different
ways
of
woman.
I’m
not
advocating
this
response
woman. I'm
for American voters; rather they should thinking is too much for this article, but I
politi- think that the consensus on campus is
weigh the leadership capability and politi
cal positions of the candidates and choose that there is a marked difference between
the best one.
one. However, a woman, simply women and men. While the way women
disadvancharacteris- think has its advantages and disadvan
by being a woman, may have characteris
tages,
as
does
the
way
men
think,
what
.
two
If
choice.
tics that make her the better
Again,
our
country
needs
now
is
a
change.
running,
were
equally qualified candidates
running,
despia woman and a man, I would vote for the a woman leader could be just as despi
what
we’ve
had.
But I
and
got
we've
as
cable
woman,
woman.
she's a woman.
woman. because she’s
think
that
any
woman
elected
would
be
While I would not say that America
in
g
mindful
that
she
representing
women
representin
is
experienced
d a crisis with regards to the
has experience
caregeneral
and
will
be
watched
more
care
presidency,
coun
presidency, the highest office of our counman. This
try has taken many blows. Politics has alal fully and critically than any man.
would
probably
make
her
more
careful, as
ways been a prime target for jokes, but the
Monica-event
ent has taken political jokes to a every move she makes will be analyzed
Monica-ev
new level. Have you watched Jay Leno or and the capability of a woman leading will
we've had
Dave Letterman recently? Our president is be decided (never mind that we’ve
a laughing stock. I have no respect for Bill plenty of inadequate men as president and
Clinton. I cannot see a picture of him or somehow they keep getting elected). While
hear his name without thinking "scumball."
“scumball.” there is a difference in thinking, one is not
lead- superior to the other. But right now our
This is wrong. We need to respect our lead
country needs something different, and a
.
ers,
but
they
must
earn
our
respect.
ers;
A woman would be better fit to restore woman president may be the answer.
Going back to the beginning of the
I'm sick
respect to the presidency. Frankly I’m
af- article, we should not sacrifice leadership
and tired of hearing about one political af
fair after another. And while married women ability for moral character. We should not
mo
incompetent leader for their moare not exempt from affairs, they are less elect an incompetent
rality
or
their
I
don’t
think
that
we
don't
gender.
their
likely to cheat on their husbands than
have
to
choose.
Clinton
has
been
a
pretty
choose.
cally
Stereotypically
them. Stereotypi
husbands are on them.
he's a great politician. But
speaking, women think relationally.
relationally. They good leader; he’s
politineeds
more than a good politi
America
have a greater sense of faithfulnes
faithfulnesss within
not
cian;
we
need
someone
who
will
be an
be
a relationship,
relationship, and that quality could
counembarrassment
to
our
country.
This
coun
ent
embarrassm
relationseen not only within the marriage relation
of try will not fall apart if the 2000 election
governmental ofship, but also with other governmental
doesn’tt bring the first female president
ficials, the American people, and other doesn'
(after all we’ve
we've somehow made it 223 years
countries.
without
one),
but a woman would offer a
Now before I become the target of a
new
and
different
perspective,
perspective, and at this
hate crime at Covenant, let me say that it is
time
in
American
politics,
a better one.
possible for a man to restore respect to the

Kristy Farr
Guest writer
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Brauer and I have been asked to share do not recognize this, your work can bewith you why I feel that Break on Impact come discouraging because you do not
mission trips are worthwhile to Covenant see the results you hoped for. Your only,
students. I know that for some of you, all comfort can be found in God.
that I would have to mention is crossBreak on Impact trips are also lifecultural credit, but I don’t think that is a changing. You will be hard-pressed to
sufficient reason. In fact I would say that find someone who says that their expeif this is your sole reason for going, then rience did not change them in some way.
you should stay home. Now don’t take The bonds that you make with those
me wrong, I think that it’s great that we whose lives you have truly touched in
can get credit for these trips, but the credit that short week will never break, it is not
should not be the reason that you go. uncommon for a person to return again
Break on Impact missions serve as a won to make sure that those seeds planted
derful opportunity for Covenant stu keep growing. Not only do you grow
dents. Not only do you get your close to those you minister to, but you
cross-cultural credit and serve the Lord grow close to those you ministered with.
Whether this be the
by furthering his
staff of the local
kingdom, but you
H
O
W
CAN
YOU
RE
church or ministry
also get some in
that you are work
credible experi
ALL
ALIZE THAT IT IS ALL
ing with or your
ences along the
own team, you will
G o d ’ s DOING
d o i n g UNTIL
u n t il
way.
establish friends in
Primary among
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L L YOUR
Y O U R EFFORT
E F F O R T SS
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those groups that
those experiences is
can be lifelong. the incalculable im
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FAIL TO
PRODUCE
TO PRODUC
God will use .
pact that you wiUj
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T
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E
N
,
ON
those people you
have on other
encounter to teach
people's liv es. Now
THE DAY YO U ARE AT
you more about
I am not saying that
Him, and in this is
THE
Y
OUR W
O RST, T
HE
WORST
YOUR
you w ill have
the most important
people coming to
L
ord t
oucheS
s t
h e ir
IBEIR
TOUCHE
LORD
benefit to Break on
Christ right and left,
Impact trips—your
and I am not saying
HEARTS A N D YOU CAN
relationship to God
you won’t either. I
TELL
THAT
THEY
ARE
will be strength
just want to make
ened. It is hard to
clear to you that if
BEGINNING TO UN DER
know what it is like
you do lead anyone
to truly rely on
ST A N D ?
to Christ, you will
God's strength un
have affected their
til
you are wearied
lives greatly. And
by
many
days
of
ministry
and have to
what of those that seemed to ignore you?
keep
going.
How
can
you
realize
that it
You have affected their lives as welL It is
is
all
God’s
doing
until
all
your
efforts
|
the nature of short-term mission trips that
fail
to
produce
results
and
then,
on
the
you don’t always get to see the harvest
of what you are planting. Just because day you arc at your worst, the Lord
someone does not pray the sinner’s touches tlicu hearts and you can tell that
prayer with you doesn’t mean he will not they are beginning to understand? I can
with someone else. Last year in the course tell you that you will never be more
of one week, we were able to lead one stretehed, encouraged or exhausted all at
person to Christ, which made the trip more oncc, than when you are on a mission trip.
He is a powerful God and it has truly
than worthwhile. But what of everyone
else? Well, one boy we had been work been a blessing to be able to serve Him
ing with did not accept Christ while we through Break on Impact. It is my prayer
were there, but about three months later that everyone will have the opportune
to experience what I have described "
he did.
.. •••‘’•'ViMR
•'
All this is to say that Break on Im you.
111
pact is the most awesome experience 1
have ever had. But you must recognize \bx Popiiii is Latinfor "voice o f the}
the part you play as a short-term worker. I f you 're interested in voicing ant
We plant seeds that no one else can plant through Vox Populi, get in touc
and trust God to make them grow. If you Paige Nelson, piielson@a>venantedu
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Living Sacrifice brings symphony of
In Memoriam
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Chattanooga
Stanley Kubrick, 1928-1999 metal dissidence to Chattanoo
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Living Sacrifice, Christian
music’s
music's favorite metal band,
brought its unique sound to
Chattanooga’s
re
Chattanooga's own Fathom recently, much to the delight of a
dozen or so Covenant College
students who were in attendance.
sound"
The band's
band’s “unique
"unique sound”
is something of a cross between
a derailing freight train and a
vacuum cleaner being repeatedly
slammed into a typewriter, heavy.
Innovative and influential director Stanley Kubrick
The show was kicked off by
died Sunday. March 7 at his house in England. He was 70.
Ludikriss,
who sounded a bit too
Kubrick’s films included Spartacus in I960, Lolita
much
Korn and ranted a bit
like
in 19'62. Dr. Strangelove in 1964. 2001 in 1968 and. I
too
much
bad
theology, but they
Eric Towers
Living Sacrifice in the throes of a heavy brand of stage presence
( '.lockwork Orange in 1971.
did
have
energy.
who
Subtrain,
He also made Barry I.ynJon, released in 1975. The
Chris- stepped out because of touring. They
had a tighter sound and used bigger plaints by more conservative Chris
Sliming in 197K and Full Metal Jacket in 1987. His
anymore." Chris is now
couldn't tour anymore.”
tians. Bruce Fitzhugh, Living couldn’t
vocabulary, followed up.
final picture. Eyes Wide Shu:, starring Tom Cruise and
School of World
Agape
attending
Sacrifice’s vocalist/guitarist said that
The stage was then set for Living Sacrifice's
Nicole Kidman, is due for a July 16 North American
isn ’t the case.
Sacrifice, who because of some mixup isn't
release:-'
(probably on the part of the venue) “Some
" Some people say
e’re
had to cancel a show w
re not heavy
we'
scheduled last semester. enough,”
said
enough,"
You’re
You're invited to a mini lecture series
After an unusually long Fitzhugh,
"We
“We
sound check, the band don’t
don't really come in
M
a r ch 26 & 27
27
March
rocked the packed out contact with those
at Covenant College
ag- Christians.”
warehouse with their ag
ApparChristians." Appar
in ently they don’t
gressive sound and indon't make
tim
idating
stage it out to the show.
timidating
presence.
Fans who are
Considering the familiar
fam iliar with the
band’s
heavi- group might to dis
band's extreme heavi
disduly satisfied trio express their appreciation for ttie
the show
ness of sound, one might appointed to find A
to be tempted to think out the Truby brothers, Jason and Evangelism.
Jay Stacy and Rocky Gray have
that Living Sacrifice gets Chris, left the band to pursue other
Speakers:
taken
over the bass and guitar chores
inundated
with
cominterests.
Fitzhugh
“They
"They
said,
Fitzhugh
Mr. Dan Hayes
respectively. Original band member
(A
tlan ta C
om m u n ity M
in istrie s)
Ministries)
Community
(Atlanta
band’s drum
drumLance Garvin remains the band's
Mr. Tom Fritz
mer. The loss of the Truby brothers,
(In tel-cu ltu ral R
esou rces)
who somehow manage to jump around
Resources)
(Intercultul'31
while playing, did take away from the
Pastor Mike Higgins
band’s
stage presence though.
band's
(N
ew C
ity F
ellow sh ip )
Fellowship)
City
(New
The band formed in Little Rock,
Pastor Jim Pickett
Arkansas, in 1989 before quickly bebe
(O
rthodox Presbyterian)
(Orthodox
(N
ew City
C ity F
ellow sh ip )
Fellowship)
(New
ing signed to the now-defunct R.E.X.
label. After producing three albums
Ms. Pamala Williams
Cornerstone Church invites all students, faculty
with
that label, the group left and
and staff to visit us at 1815 McCallie Ave.
(C
h a tta n o o g a /H a m ilto n Co. Schools)
S ch ools)
(Chattanooga/Hamilton
signed
with Tooth & Nail's
Nail’s sub-label,
at the corner
Mccallie and Orchard Knob.
comer of McCallie
Ms. Barbara Schreur
Solid State Records (who specialize
(C o v en a n t C
o lleg e )
College)
(Covenant
“hardcore and extreme hard mu
muin "hardcore
We have recently changed our service times
sic”).
Living Sacrifice released its
sic").
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
forth project, Reborn, in 1997 and ex
exTimes:
11:00
:00 a.m.
Morning Worship at 11
pects to have another album out by
7 pm Tonight, March 26
the fall of this year.
Evening Worship at 6:00 p.m.
9 am-2, Saturday, March 27
For fans that missed the now out
Please come and join us some time!
of
print
albums released on R.E.X.,
in Chapel Rm. 22
Tooth
&
Nail is repackaging and re
reFor more Information
information call Pastor Bob Eckardt, 423-877-0240.
Sponsored by the Diversity Scholarship Program
re-is.sue this year.
mastering all three for re-issue

Possibilities for the 21st Century:
Racial Reconciliation through
Community, Church, and Friendship
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, Is Life
Life really Beautiful?
Benigni flick celebrates power of convictions
Jeanne Faucheux
Staff writer
Is life beautiful? This is the question I
asked myself as I was leaving the Bijou a
few weeks back. After seeing the movie,
Life is Beautiful, another
holocaust story, I wasn’t
wasn't
sure how to answer that
question.
Tales of Nazi cruelty
and racial extermination
never leave me with
thoughts of celebration. I
read the title of the movie
with an ironic twist. Life is
beautiful? Yeah, right.
A couple leaving the
movie at the same time as
me criticized it for its ideide
alistic ending and excesexces
sive optimism. I listened (eavesdropped)
and wondered what that couple wanted to
hear. Were they hoping to be inundated
with harsh images of corpses and death?
r Were thev
they expecting the emotional catharcathar
sis that comes with many of these films?
Did they want a reckoning? A purging of
evil? The triumph ofjustice?
After listening to their complaints, my
own cynicism seemed to fade. While this
film did not exactly contain these elements,

an outright condemnation of the Nazi rere
gime, or a tribute to the Jewish people, I
realized it did not intend to or need to.
Life is Beautiful is simply the story of
one man and his tenacious conviction
that, if we believe it to be, indeed, life is
beautiful.
One of the major
themes of the film is the
Guido’s inin
main character Guido's
terest in the writing of an inin
tellectual who says that
anything can be achieved
by exerting willpower. DurDur
ing his courtship, full of huhu
mor and coincidence, he
exercises this power, always
somewhat mockingly acac
companied by a dramatic
wiggling of the fingers and
bulging of the eyes.
Once behind the walls of the
concentration camp, however,
Guido employs this willpower,
and an indomitable joyful spirit,
in order to protect his young
son's
son’s perception of their situasitua
tion. Convincing the child that
they are part of a grandiose
game, with a tank as a reward,
he is able to keep his child unaware of the
terrors around him. Not only that, but he is

able to keep his son hidhid
den while the other chilchil
dren are led away to the
gas chambers.
He may
may· be consid
considered a fool, ignoring the
reality of the death camp.
He may be blinded by his
own optimism. But in this
film I think it becomes clear
that Guido’s
Guido's will to survive
and his optim
optimistic
istic aatt
tempts are his strength
and it is a sacrifice he makes for the sake of
his son's
son’s survival. By giving up his own
right to experience terror and indulge de
dehi mself to believe in the
spair, by forcing himself
game in order to keep his son believing,
Guido sacrifices himself and eventually his
very life.
Difficult as it may be to enjoy another
movie about the ho
holocaust, Life is
Beautiful is one of
the most enjoyable
films I’ve
I've seen in a
long time. In the
same breath it both
comments upon
and questions the
nature of our human experience and the
human spirit.

Through the tender portrayal of Guido
and his family, the audience is given both a
blessing and a challenge. Through the vi
visual poignancy, humor, charm and intimate
illustrations oflove
of love we are given a gift. And
at the same time we are called to examine
our own attitudes and outlooks when facfac
ing the terrors oflife.
of life.
I was affected by this movie not be
because it offered insightful commentary on
the war or the story of the Jewish people
on the whole. It was not because it clarified
some elusive transcendental reality.
What I loved about it was its simplicsimplic
ity. It is, in essence, a portrait- a portrait of
one man and the way that he loved. Guido
loved with all the strength of his will and with
his whole life, so much that he would give it
up, willingly, for another...sound
another... soundfamiliar?
familiar?

Personalities portrayed: Dostoevsky's
Dostoevsky’s The BrothersKaramazov
Matthias Shapiro
Staff writer
When I began reading The Brothers
Karamazov by the Russian author Fyodor
Dostoevsky, it was more in pursuit of a
personal accomplishment than to really
enjoy a good novel. "Intimidating"
“Intimidating” doesn't
doesn’t
even begin to describe what it felt like to
hold a few slim pages in one hand and what
seems like a massive tome in the other as I
pub
began this 900+ page (paperback as published by Bantam publishers) work of bril
brilliance. But after about 100 pages, the story
of the characters and their lives became
such an interesting pursuit that it was no
burden, but more of a welcome relaxation.
What is really amazing is that the addictive
appeal of this book lies in the way that
doesn’'tt tell you what his charchar
Dostoevsky doesn
acters are like. He describes their actions
and the reader is allowed to make up his
own mind about them. The result is a highly
intricate tale in which the characters literliter
ally come alive and seem very real.
you’d better
If you are an action fan, you'd

veer away from this book. The Brothers
Karamazov is, without a doubt, a characcharac
ter-driven novel. In the course of this book,
the reader becomes well acquainted with
over 30 characters. By "well
“well acquainted,"
acquainted,” I
mean that, were these characters to actuactu
ally populate a real town, you, upon a weekweek
end visit, would need no introduction, bebe
cause you already know them almost as if
you'd
you’d lived there once yourself. It's
It’s truly
an amazing experience.
The story centers around three brothbroth
ers Dmitry, Ivan, and Alyosha. Alyosha is
Dostoevsky's
Dostoevsky’s self-proclaimed hero, and the
only stable character in the book. He is a
committed Christian who is trusting, lovlov
ing and, excepting his occasional ignoigno
rance, everything a Christian should be.
Ivan is the intellectual, totally convinced
that God does not exist and a proponent of
the "everything
“everything is permissible"
permissible” worldview.
Dmitry is the sensualist who is captivated
by pretty much any woman and extremely
liberal with his (or anyone else's)
else’s) money.
Except for some background informainforma
tion about the brothers and a small excurexcur

sion Dmitry takes later in the book, the acac
tion of the story takes place in the same
town. The characters discuss God, love,
philosophy, marriage, obsession, money,
adultery, murder, morals, death, life, the
church, and everything else in their lives.
Through the wide range of topics, you
come to know who these people really are
and recognize what they think and why.
One of the things that I simply loved
about this novel was, as you saw all of the
30+ characters individually, you also saw
their faults. By the end of the novel, you
realize that the only person in the whole
town that really has his or her life together,
and has peace, is Alyosha, the Christian.
Everyone has his or her own matrix of weak
weakness and it shows up, at times highly am
amplified, in everything that they do.
Alyosha's
Alyosha’s life is far from easy, but he is the
only one that can cope with it.
Another interesting aspect of this
novel was that the idea of truth that perme
permeated the book. At one point it is said that
God is found not in strength but in truth.
Ironically, at the end of the book there is a

trial that decides the fate of one character’s
character's
entire life. It is at this time that truth be
becomes (seemingly) most important. Unfor
Unfortunately, only two people of all the 30+
char
3o+ characters we’ve
we've come to know have any evi
evidence of the truth. And worse, they both
go insane. This becomes an amazing statestate
ment as to what truth is. Here, all the evievi
dence points toward the lie and the only
people that know the truth are insane. But
even though they’re
they're insane, that doesn't
doesn’t
change the fact that the truth they know is
the real truth. What every sane man be
believes to be the truth is really a lie. It's
It’s one
thing to say that truth is universal and that
there must be a transcendent force deter
determini,
ng truth, but it's
mining
it’s quite another to see
that with your own eyes and to realize that
an objective universal truth matters.
The Brothers Karamazov is a classic
in the truest sense of the word. It is well
written, intriguing, and flows better than
many other books I've
I’ve read. The topics that
it brings up will probably attract the more
philosophically minded, although I would
not hesitate to recommend it to anyone.
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letics
e to ath
Differences,
opportunities
value
athletics
ortunities lend valu
erences, opp
Diff

I know you may be thinking, "Well,
“Well, Westmont had changed his heart.
s.
Covenant through basketball connection
connections.
I am not advocating that we recruit noncoach’s responsibility
responsibility to recruit
it's the coach's
I am swprised
surprised at how many students have it’s
yers,
Christians
or take risks on liability-pla
liability-players,
Christians." To
either parents or siblings who went here good athletes that are solid Christians.”
nor
even
make
concessions
athletes.
I
for
s
concession
unfortuCol this I have two objections. First, unfortu
admit and whose church supports Covenant ColIf you had to decide between admitathns
am
not
advocating
a
“concessions
to
ath
"concessio
Presbyterian
associationss nately there are not many of those around,
n association
us lege, etc. The Presbyteria
self-righteous
ting into Covenant College a self-righteo
examiletes" clause, but offering a genuine exami
many of my and not many around Covenant because letes”
that
have
created
quite
web
a
“A” student, an athlete who is a marginal
"A"
nation
of
what
Covenant
is
about.
College
other schools can put together better fifi
Christian, or a socially immature student teammates and I are not a part of. This is not
(or
athlete
an
(or
tremen- Does it not make sense that if
nancial offers. The coach is in a tremen
trying to love Christ, which would a complaint. It makes practical differences.
sincerely tiying
come-and
lure anyone for that matter) can come—and
I find it appropriate to mention here dous bind because other schools can line
you choose and why?
should
-we
wants
to
Covenant—we
Covenant
come
to
soa
student/athlete
and
so
financially
away
lete
student/ath
ath
Though certainly the scenario is that while priorities may be different for athLet's face it, if you were not brought rejoice over the opportunity to change his
perform cially. Let’s
overly simplistic, the answer is not. It sheds · letes, they are no less diligent in performdemonstration of mercy,
nt, Covenant can life through the demonstration
environment,
light on your ideas about the mission of ing their academic tasks. According to up in a certain environme
grace,
and
love
in
the
classroom, dorm room,
pretty
stifling.
Secondly,
and
most
seem
Covenant College. One who prefers the self- recent statistics, the average Covenant
and
in
extra-curricular
activities?
ular
extra-curric
a
importantly,
I
do
not
think
we
can
blame
,
athlete’s GPA is equal to (and this importantly
righteous good student may do so because College athlete's
A
third
possible
difference
between
lete
coach
for
bringing
a
student/athlete
who
student/ath
academics is the top priority; or the athlete year above) the average Covenant
the
typical
Covenant
and
studentstudent
is
willing
to
sign
the
I
think
the
contract.
student’s, and the percentage of athletes
may be chosen because a good sports propro student's,
Covenant
be
their
motive
for
can
at
athlete
Christ
coach
wins
a
huge
victory
for
just
gram is beneficial to a college in more ways graduating from Covenant is higher than
colbeing
here.
Often
athletes
come
into
a
col
gone
have
may
by getting an athlete that
than one. Or maybe the socially immature the college average.
to a secular school to come to Covenant. lege with athletics as a high priority, and
often
get
athletes
reason
second
The
student brought up in a Christian home and
attenion falgeneralization
fal For example, one of the basketball players why not? Back home they received atten
apparently committed to Christ best reflects a bad rap is the hasty generaliz.at
tion,
praise,
acknowledgment
for
their
gment
acknowled
and
basket- from a couple of years ago came into the
College’s purpose. Obviously lacy. A couple of years ago, some basket
Covenant College's
differIs
accomplishments
in
sports.
this
differ
ments
d, accomplish
disorganized,
college’s program a mess. His life was disorganize
in all three there seems to be some sort of ball players failed to uphold the college's
ent from the accomplished
accomplished student? I do
the
his
commitment
to
Christ
was
limited
to
t
commitmen
mark
a
put
standards.
Their
actions
black
hope·a
compromise.
e. Ideally we hope
character compromis
entire men's
men’s team. When I visited mind only, and he did not keep his contract. not think so. But I should hope that after a
us, on the -entire
self-righteous,
good student would not be self-righteo
stu
men’s team was the Yet by the time he left, he had reformed his time at Covenant, both student and stusocially immature, or a marginal Christian. the college I knew the men's
and
GPA,
dent/athlete
would
realize
grades,
GPA
life.
It
not
happen
before
he
made
some
did
“iffy” group and notorious for doing their
This is ideal: a college where everyone loves "iffy"
points averaged have little to do with our
aking process, big mistakes, but his life changed.
decision-making
the Lord, makes fabulous grades, and evev own thing. In my decision-m
value as people. It has taken me several
our
While
I
was
at
Westmont
College,
ely I thought I could be a good role model.
erybody likes everybody. Unfortunat
Unfortunately
years to learn lessons in both areas, but I
or
coaches
could
recruit
marginal
even
nonFortunately,, the guys did not need a role
(but thankfully)_here
here at Covenant College, Fortunately
(Westmont is playing for think I am becoming aware, little by little, of
we deal with real people struggling with model. I discovered a few guys had given Christian athletes
performance has little to do
championship
hip as I am writing). the reality that performance
of “bad stuff,"
stuff,” though we seldom hear the team a bad name. Obviously, it would _ the national champions
lots of"bad
men's basketball with salvation.
my time there, I saw the men’s
about these struggles. A glance at every not make sense to put a black mark on a In
Having established why an athlete may
program
bring
four
to the Lord. It
athletes
departmentt if one of their majors was sussus
departmentt would reveal people with deep departmen
departmen
Col
on the periphery of Covenant Col~
appear
it
not
happen
quickly
and
required
did
s. So
experiences.
hurts, doubts, and-close
and—close your eyes while pended for out of class experience
people
lege,
“What
kinds
of
"What
again,
ask
I
a
case,
everyone’s
patience.
In
one
player
everyone's
I pause dramatica
dramatically—SIN.
cer please, be careful not to label a group of
lly-SIN. Though cerought to make up the general population
tainly no one denies this fact, we sure try athletes because a couple of them happen came in as an atheist but accepted Christ
of Covenant College?”
College?"
at
his
senior
year.
He
said
that
the
people
to do a good job of pretending to have it all to be doing their own thing.
together.
One group on campus that has caught
some flack for not having it all together is
the athletes. I would like to suggest a
e-in even
question of ultimate importanc
importance—in
couple reasons why this may appear to be
the most pugnacious sporting event.
cy on
the case. First, of any constituen
constituency
responIt is certainly best for those respon
trivial, then we withdraw ourselves from
Lang Martin
in
campus, athletics is the most diverse. This LangMart
athletic
the
sible
for
deciding
the
of
fate
the world, which I believe He told us not to
de Guest writer
is not only a reference to race but to decareprograms
here
at
to
consider
care
school
do. If we ever participate in the world to
nominational
expe
al differences as well. My expenomination
s
fully
the
issues
motivations
that
fuel
motivation
and
obediI was asked to write this article to adad serve our ends rather than out of obedi
rience at Covenant has been eye opening.
varsity
sports.
I
think
it
is
nearly
self-evience to Jesus and His ends, then we are
I did not realize that people could grow up dress the role of sports here at Covenant,
dent that the benefits of a sport come from
not remaining in Him, I believe.
probut
first
let
me
discuss
my
personal
pro
Presbyterian
Presbyteriann
n home, go to Presbyteria
in a Presbyteria
prob
What should be the role of athletics at playing rather than watching, and it probschool, attend a Presbyteria
Presbyterian
n college and clivities just briefly. I am a bit worried about
school,Christian
a
ably
then
makes
sense
from
Presbyterian
eventu writing this because of my relative lack of Covenant? I say by all means play! I think
n seminary to eventugo on to Presbyteria
enigno that a strong emphasis on intramural sports, perspective to privilege programs that en
background, and no small ignoPresbyterian
n church. I was athletic background,
ally work in a Presbyteria
courage
as
many
people
as
possible
to
requirement, would bring
Presbyterian
grow rance of the political issues involved in perhaps even a requirement,
n anything grownot a part of Presbyteria
play—but
there
is
a
hardihood
to
national
determining
colle more of the benefits of athletics to more play-but
g the role of athletics in a colleteam- determinin
ing up and neither were some of my team
competition that it would be a shame to
the best case scenario, athletics competition
mates. I am not sold on everything the PCA giate setting. I come armed only with a people. In
thor could serve as a link between off- and on- lose. I think if I could encourage a change
espouses—which
which makes me different from couple of education classes and some thorespousesrecreationall sport (road campus students (which we desperately in the thinking behind the program it might
some—and I didn't
didn’t grow up in a church. oughly amateur recreationa
some-and
to
ski- need) and a tool to sharpen our fellowship be just this: remember that it is important
My ecwnenica
ecumenicall experience has been differdiffer biking (skinny tires and spandex) and ski
mislead- give loyalty absolutely to Christ and only
with one another. I think it may be mislead
ing (snow))..
ent. In fact
feet I believe differently about ScripScrip ing(snow))
institu- secondarily to the things we are given to
ing
say
that
are
an
academic
institu
we
to
conclu
However, I cannot escape the concluture than the majority
m ajority of Covenant
Sports steward, and to make decisions in the spirit
tion—we
educational
one.
l
educationa
an
are
ion that we are called to participate in the tion-we
students. Guys on the basketball team also •ssion
of Christ with very light emphasis on the
teach
life,
and
when
competi
competieven
about
ev
bring a background
av games of the world, and to do so with evbackground different from the avsurvival of the team or even of the school.
tion
(and
blood
pressure)
levels
there
soar,
(and
what
erage Covenant student. They are not ery last drop of our being, because for whatis
much
to
be
about
people
and
learned
commandedd us to be in
plugged into churches that have a history ever reason Jesus commande
see Sports, next page
them—which
ch is certainly a
loye them-whi
with Covenant. They simply heard about the world. If we denounce games as wholly how to love
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“Wee were
#l...and
are”:: C team enjo
enjoys
... and we still are"
wer e #1
"W
·
on
ng seas
season
firs
firstt spri
spring
Sarah Sligh
Staff writer
Spring training has resumed for the
Covenant College athletic teams. However,
this spring there will be some new faces on
the practice fields. In the midst of the royal
revoblue mesh practice jerseys, the red of revo
lution makes its presence known, bringing
a new aura and attitude to Covenant ColCol
lege Soccer.
“C” team, distinct from the A and
The "C"
B squads of the Scots team, has become an
official club of Covenant College for the
first time this semester. Although the red
Adidas jerseys, white shorts, and black
socks have added a sense of uniformity
and a more defined identity, the essence of
the C team has changed little.
of locker room strategizing, C
Instead oflocker
team pre-game pep talks are comprised of a
soccer video set to the music of Rage
against the Machine. Instead of strenuous
practice and conditioning, the men of the C
stim ulate their minds with the
team stimulate
afternoon. They go on ococ
Simpsons, every afternoon;
occa
casional training runs (emphasis on occasional). In fact, one of the mores of this team
beis no training, no practice, no stretching be
revolufore or after games. Such a strategy is revolu
tionary’ in the soccer program of Covenant
tionary
College, which has always been known for
its discipline and strict conditioning regimen.
“Our goals are simple,"
simple,” says Tim
"Our
“Yeah, the goal is
Bentson, the club leader. "Yeah,
to execute a simple strategy that ends in a
win,”
win," adds Ben Collison, another member
of the illustrious team.
collecThe C team is composed of a collec
tion of players, many of whom once wore
the Scots uniform, playing on the traveling
and or·
or practice squads. Some have been
debilitated by injury, others have
reprioritized their commitments
commitments,, and some
are seniors who have fulfilled their four
years of eligibility and are no longer prac-

Sports, from previous page
bankrnpt and
ratl1er see Covenant bankrupt
I would rather
derelict than betray the pre-eminenc
pre-eminencee of
Jesus, and that betrayal may sneak up when
no one's
one’s looking.
I’m afraid that I will probably have to
I'm
take some issue with Mr. Bentson's
Bentson’s article
that appeared in this spot a fortnight ago,
and I hope that I can do so fairly. I have
read Finite and Infinite Games, and I'm
I’m
not sure that it had anything of great propro
fundity to say. It draws its conclusions from
a point of view informed by the post-modpost-mod
ern conception oflanguage.
of language. The book and

ticing with the varsity squad.
Direc
Head coach and Athletic Director Brian Crossman sees the addition
as an asset to the soccer program.
“It’s fun for our guys and it's
it’s a great
"It's
way to get in touch with the student
body. The competition helps us and
it gives them an outlet to play.
They’re enthusiastic and seem to
They're
It’s a win-win situsitu
have fun out there. It's
ation.”
communicates with
ation." Crossman communicates
club leader Tim Bentson to schedule
scrimmages that will be of benefit to
both teams.
The C team began last fall when ·
a group of guys who missed soccer
got together to play, this time purely
“We are just
for fun. Bentson says, "We
team
Five undaunted quanta of the proud and noble C team
out there to have fun. For the guys on
“serve the entire camcam printed last season to ensure humility in
scholarship it is a commitment, ajob. For us it established club can, "serve
season's conferconfer
pus." The team is required to announce the wake of the previous season’s
hav- pus.”
is just playing the sport we love, without hav
championship.
ing to sacrifice large amounts of time for it."
it.” their games to the student body, and to ence championship.
The C team played its first spring match
The group began by scrimmaging the hold tryouts with any interested parties.
Vice President of Student Affairs Dean against the Varsity Scots a couple weeks
Covenant B squad occasionally, as well as
Chat Raymond has repeatedly reminded Bentson ago and lost 1-0 in front of a crowd that
a group of Tennessee Temple alumni, Chatstu reached up to twelve people at one time.
tanooga Christian players, Covenant ColCol to make the distinction clear between a stured Last Wednesday the two teams met again
dent-sponsored,
club-sponsored
red, and a club-sponso
lege alumni, and other area squads. All dent-sponso
of in front of a crowd of almost twenty. The
issues
of
Shadowlandss or team, to avoid the controversy
matches are played on Shadowland
into
fans were not disappointed as the C team
come
Highlands fields, on New Campus Road, gender and equal funding that
sponplay when a club becomes school spon pulled out their first non-loss against the
south of the main campus.
2~2
“We are perceived as elitists, snobsnob varsity Scots. The game ended in a 2-2
decided
d to make sored. "We
This spring, the guys decide_
include
deadlock.
Future
will
contests
entry,” says
their unofficial squad a recognized club on bish, with strict standards of entry,"
“Anyone is welcome matches against area squads, as well as
campus. Bentson went before the Student Collison with a laugh. "Anyone
out.” There has been some complaint, more scrimmages with the Scots.
Senate, with a petition for money to fund to try out."
Although all are not as faithful as
em
their organization. He was granted $370 for however, about new members not being emBentson, increasing numbers of fans are
ely.
indiscriminately.
jerseys, soccer balls, and pinnies to be worn braced indiscriminat
Yard
attending the contests held at Scotland Yard.
The
C
team
its
own
acquired
has
in their games.
muscles,
sore
about
frequent
are
Complaints
by
who
has
Bentson,
Heidi
led
groupies,
Along with the funding however, came
unusu- ankles, knees, and joints. Laughs are not un
issues of who can join this illustrious been deemed the most loyal fan. She usu
bleachers.
warped,
blue
the
from
worn,
common
well
ally
the
with
equipped
comes
squad. Now that they are an official club,
Win or lose, the C team has proven
“soccer blankie"
blankie” and one of her
dis- pea-green "soccer
funded by the college, there is some dis
that
Covenant College soccer at its finest
proclaimwhite
shirts
with
red
proclaim
marker
magic
agreement about who can try out. Student
not
addition
always in blue and white jerseys. It is
ing
her
enthusiasm.
The
newest
is
Body Vice President Autumn Fredericks is
not
within the confines of the fence
always
"We
to
the
T-shirt
collection
“We
were
states,
organization. She plans to
skeptical of the organizatfon.
Yard. It is soccer, and for
Scotland
spoof
New
a
is
of
It
number
one...
and
we
are.”
are."
still
one ...
hold them accountable to their agreement
red,
again, it is lots of fun.
once
in
guys
shirts,
the
on
the
Scots’
motivational
team
Scots'
to include a variety of people, so that the

the philosophical
philosophical view both discuss the
some
game-like nature of reality, and say something to the effect that words and deeds
have meaning only within the context of a
particular socially defined environment.
The obvious conclusion of both Mr.
Bentson's article and Mr. Carse’s
Carse's book is
that there is some other, higher thing to
which we should owe our allegiance that
should supercede the allegiance that we
“games” which
owe to any of the various "games"
we play. As far as it goes, I like that idea. I
am troubled by the tendency, which seems
destructive in the Church, to erecre
especially destrnctive

ultiate a denomination,
ministry, division or manded to take part in games that are ulti
denomination, ministiy,
institution for noble purposes, only to have mately trivial (that is, people probably will
be- not be sent to hell for missing free throws
the overriding purpose immediately be
pencome the survival of the new institution. at the end of a close game, shanking a pen
ofbounds)
bounds)
This pride-filled drive for survival seems to alty kick, or spiking the ball out of
rob every institution of its willingness to because they help us to understand by
take risks and eventually of its willingness analogy and by experience the issues that
are ultimately important. This realization
to be of any use at all.
col- may have been the most important insight
The trend towards marketing the col
church
lege is a disturbing one, and inasmuch as of Martin Luther, who was the first churchpeople
man
years
to
remind
that
many
in
some
in
our athletic programs participate
as
only
serve
not
Lord
the
could
they
image-polishing
ing to attract students,
sort of image-polish
but
also
merchants,
politicians,
as
priests,
it
I question them vigorously. However,
com carpenters, and even athletes.
seems clear to me that we have been com-
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Construction on new Maclellan wing to begin this summer
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Generosity of donor spurs project on
Sarah Hopson
Staffwriter
writer
Staff
A face-lift is already in the works for
camthe newest building on the Covenant cam
pus, Maclellan Hall. Construction is due to
secbegin this
tliis summer on the addition of a sec
ond wing to Maclellan Hall. During the
1999, the
Board meeting
on Friday March 19,
19,1999,
meetingonFriday
members unanimously approved naming the
new wing Rymer Hall in appreciation for the
Rymer.
generous support of Mr. and Mrs. Rymer.
According to Charlie Phillips, Vice
President of
Development and Admissions,
ofDevelopment
"The
“The Rymers have in essence made three
Hall.” Their
different commitments to Rymer Hall."
first commitment came in the first phase of
Maclellan Hall to which they gave amply.
In fact, the lobby bears their name in honor
of their gift.
Their commitment to Maclellan Hall
and generosity rolled over into to second
chalphase of construction with a $$11 million chal
lenge grant. Through gifts ranging in size
from $10 to $200,000 Covenant was able to
Rymers' challenge grant. With the
meet the Rymers’
$500,000 that carried over from the

Aikman, from page 1

Maclellan Hall project, the challenge
grant and matching money, as well as
other gifts to the hall, the money was
raised for the completion of
Maclellan Hall.
ofMaclellan
However, the original estimation for
the cost of the second wing went up af
afestimater Covenant received a higher estima
tion from a contractor. This created a
serious problem for Covenant. If the
money was not raised by March of 1999,
the second wing would not be completed
by fall of 2000. The Rymers third comcom
hr
agreemitment to the hall came with their agree
ment to make up the difference between
esthe original and newest construction es
contimations. Without their support, the con
struction of the hall would have been
delayed indefinitely.
The two wings together will still be
Sc,tiema.tic representing how the Maclellan complex will eventually appear
called Maclellan Hall. Just as the vari
various wings in Founders have different will have a layout different from that of
Requests for construction bids will go
names, so too will Maclellan Hall.
contain
will
CovMaclellan hall.
weeks. Cov
hall. The first floor
out within the next couple of weeks.
The Rymer Hall will connect on to the storage and maintenance areas. The sec
sec- enant expects to have settled on a con
conexisting structure of Maclellan Hall. The ond floor will be a residence hall with steps tractor by Commencement. At the latest,
wing will be in the area between Founders from outside leading into an entrance and construction is set to begin by the end of
and Maclellan.
Maclellan. Rymer Hall will house 88 foyer.
foyer. The layout of the third through fifth May. The projected completion date for the
students. Only the first and second floors floor will be like that of the Maclellan wing.
wing. new hall is set for August of the year 2000.

happenbe particularly interested in things happen
said.
ing
overseas,”
Aikman
said.
overseas,"
doses," he
“They can be weary in large doses,”
"They
The Christian segment of America’s
America's
said, but can also “be
fun."
"be great fun.”
population
is
no
different
in
this
respect.
Since Aikman began his career in the
Mattingly
noted
that
after
years
of
twenty
media 28 years ago, he has seen many
“trying
to
figure
out
why
the
American
changes in the journalism field. "I
“I think "trying
recreligion," he is rec
didn't cover religion,”
there has been a definite deterioration in news didn’t
the quality of reporting foreign news."
news.” He ognizing that Christians mostly ignored
media.
Time'ss coverage remembering that the media.
cited Time
Aikman concurred. "It
“It is horrifying,”
horrifying,"
they had 8 pages of world news when he
commu"that you have a Christian commu
first began there, and now have as few as he said, “that
nity that has colleges that don’t
don't consider
two pages per issue.
issue.
“You
"You can now read Time every week knowing what is going on in the world of
students."
confident that you will not know most of significance to its students.”
Covenant College, which for the past
the major stories that have happened in ·
the world.”
oc- year has been working on how to increase
world." The pages that used to be oc
en- student familiarity with international events,
cupied by world news now cover the en
consulted with both Aikman and Mattingly
tertainment industry.
“I ’d like to see more
Having reported from more than 50 dif
dif- about this problem. ''I'd
eduferent countries, he recognizes this is as an courses on current affairs, just basic edu
American phenomenon that’s
that's surfaced with cation on public policy issues within the
overseas" as a way of informing
a new vengeance at the end of the cold U.S. and overseas”
war. There is a feeling that foreign news is college students who are not even going
not as important to America now that it has into journalism, of the world around them,
Aikman.
stared down the menace of Soviet commu
commu- said Aikman.
Mattingly, who has spent quite a bit
nism, and that it’s
attenit's best now to focus atten
of
time
researching this issue, said that
tions on domestic news. There has always
“people
are
interested in talking about meme
"people
been a “general
"general American tendency to not
I print analog to the covenant experience

c/o Covenant College
14049 Scenic Hwy
Lookout Mtn., GA 30750

formative.. He attributes this success to the
dia. They're
They’re not interested in funding any formative
be- power of prayer.
prayer.
programs in how you work in that field be
As a Christian, integrity in reporting is
cause it would involve allowing some folks
into the academic community who have ink extremely important to Aikman. Rather than
on their hands.”
hands. " He stressed the importance despising this attribute as religious, Aikman
of having both the theorists and those who has noticed that people tend to appreciate
have actually practiced journalism on the it. “I
"I think deep down most human beings
do
want to feel that somebody out there is
faculty of
a
college.
“Journalism
a
vi
viis
Journalism
"
ofa
interested
in telling the truth.”
truth." He stressed
rus that is just as much caught as it is
the importance of revealing the truth even
taught,”
taught," he said.
For aspiring Christian journalists, when it is unpleasant. “Don’t
"Don't be afraid of
Aikman suggested three crucial personal the truth. Ifwe as human beings and Chris
Chrischaracteristics: curiosity, persistence, and tians are frightened of the truth then we
a "thick
“thick skin.”
skin." The first, he said, a person have no right to speak the message of
receives at birth, but the other two can be the gospel."
gospel.”
noIn his years of traveling, he has no
learned. Mattingly added that a journalist
“countries where truth is expected
needs a “positive
detail .. . a ticed that "countries
"positive obsession with detail...
information.”
. to be told are much less cynical and tend to
love of specific information."
reportDespite what some may surmise, be more supportive of investigative report
Aikman has received little criticism for his ing."
ing.”
Aikman extolled his listeners to put
Christianity, but rather, sees it as an advanadvan
tage. He relayed many stories of entering their responsibility to share the gospel as
an interview with a very cold and poorly their number one priority, and cited several
tempered interviewee. After praying for personal experiences in which he has done
“If
them silently during the interview, he saw a this and God has clearly blessed him. "If
marked change in temperament, and what you take the time to do what is right, to
inconhad the potential to be a disappointing inin share your faith when it seems most incon
said.
slack," he said.
terview turned out to be enjoyable and in
in- venient, God picks up the slack,”

